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Preface

The ECLIPSE I/O bus is a characteristic feature of most models in the ECLIPSE®

MV/Family of computers.

The input/output subsystem of a computer featuring an ECLIPSE I/O bus consists of

an input/output controller (IOC) or equivalent circuitry that controls the input/output

bus and the burst multiplexor channel (BMC) controller that controls the BMC bus.

In this manual, for the sake of clarity, we refer to the IOC as the input/output bus

controller and the BMC controller as the BMC bus controller.

This manual describes how to design input/output (I/O) bus interface circuitry for

custom device controllers that connect to the Data General ECLIPSE I/O bus. While

little knowledge of the input/output architecture of the system is needed to use a

peripheral device sold by Data General Corporation (DGC), the design of an

input/output device controller requires a much greater understanding of this

architecture. This manual describes the programmed input/output (PIO), data channel

(DCH), and burst multiplexor channel (BMC) facilities of the system and describes

the structure, functions, signals, and timing characteristics of their buses. The manual

also describes the general-purpose interface boards that Data General makes available

to simplify the job of designing and building an interface. The reader should have a

working knowledge of digital circuits and some experience with digital computers.

Organization of This Manual

The manual is divided into chapters as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the standard ECLIPSE I/O bus subsystem and describes how it

integrates with ECLIPSE MV/Family computers.

Chapter 2 describes the various I/O bus functions and the bus signals that are used for

each.

Chapter 3 presents detailed timing characteristics and signal levels for the various I/O

bus functions, provides circuit specifications for line drivers and receivers that are to

be connected to the I/O bus, and lists suggestions for minimizing electrical noise.

Chapter 4 describes the various BMC bus functions and the bus signals that are used

for each.

Chapter 5 presents functional timing characteristics and signal levels for the various

BMC bus functions. This chapter also describes how to connect to and terminate the

BMC bus.

Chapter 6 describes how to connect device controllers in an ECLIPSE MV/Family

computer chassis to adapters and devices outside the chassis, how to install internal

and external I/O cables, and how to terminate the buses.

Chapter 7 provides information on interfacing boards available from Data General

Corporation that will aid the user in constructing custom device controller boards.
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Chapter 8 describes the Model 4040A General Purpose I/O Interface Board, a

15-inch by 15-inch printed circuit board that provides basic I/O bus interface circuitry

and an area where a user can construct custom device controller circuitry.

Reader, Please Note:

The following sections describe conventions in this manual.

Backpanel and Backplane

In this manual, backpanel and backplane are synonymous, both referring to the

interconnecting printed-circuit board that passes bus and power signals to other

boards. The backpanel (backplane) contains connectors into which the boards of the

system are plugged.

Logic Functions

Data General logic prints are drawn in close accordance with Mil-Std-806C. With

this convention, logical functions are drawn as physically implemented; that is, where

discrete gates are used to implement a function, those gates are shown. On the other

hand, where a more complex integrated circuit is used (for instance, a multiplexor) it

is shown as a rectangular box instead of showing the gates comprising the function.

Signal Levels

Throughout this manual, we frequently make a distinction between electrical levels and

logical values. To minimize confusion, electrical levels are always indicated by an H

or L, and logical values by a 1 or 0. As an electrical level, an H indicates that the

signal is high (greater then +2.0 volts) and an L indicates that it is low (less than

+0.7 volts). An asserted, or true, signal is indicated by a logical 1, and a false signal

by a 0.

Signal Names

The voltage level at which a signal asserts true is a matter of definition. To distinguish

between signals that are asserted high (0 = L, 1 = H) and those that are asserted low

(0 = H, 1 = L), we use a naming convention that defines the relationship between the

logical value and electrical level of a signal. If a horizontal bar appears over the

name, as WRITE, then that signal is asserted when it is at a low electrical level;

conversely, a signal without the bar, WRITE, is asserted when high. To ease the

notation in text and in tables, signals that assert low are shown with a * preceeding

the signal name; for example “WRITE asserts low.

The folowing summary shows the signal notation used within the manual:

Where Used Asserts High Asserts Low

Text SIGNALNAME “SIGNALNAME

Tables SIGNALNAME “SIGNALNAME

Figures SIGNALNAME SIGNALNAME

To be expressed, logical functions may often require more than one binary signal.

For instance, three lines are required to express an octal digit. Generally, these closely
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related signals are individually named by adding an identifying number to a common

label. For instance, suppose that BUSO through BUSS are all required to completely

specify a function. All or part of such a group of signals is identified by angle

brackets around the range of items included; for example, BUS<0-5>. In this case,

the range carries the information that there are six BUS lines, BUSO through BUSS,

inclusive.

Related Manuals

This manual is one of a series of technical manuals available for your ECLIPSE

MV/Family computer. These manuals provide detailed technical information on

configuring, starting, operating, and programming the system hardware. In general, the

manuals are oriented to those with computer hardware background. For designing

your software interface (at the assembly language level), you will need the ECLIPSE

MV/Family (32-Bit) Systems Principles of Operation manual (014-0001371) as well as

the Principles of Operation Supplement for your specific system. For further

information on manuals pertaining to your system, contact you Data General sales

representative.

Contacting Data General

Data General wants to assist you in any way it can to help you use its products. Please

feel free to contact the company as outlined below.

Manuals

If you require additional manuals, please use the enclosed TIPS order form

(United States only) or contact your local Data General sales representative.

If you have comments on this manual, please use the prepaid Comment Form that

appears at the back. We want to know what you like and dislike about this manual.

Telephone Assistance

If you are unable to solve a problem using any manual you received with your system,

and you are within the United States or Canada, contact the Data General Service

Center by calling 1-800-DG-HELPS for toll-free telephone support. The center will

put you in touch with a member of Data General’s telephone assistance staff who can

answer your questions.

Free telephone assistance is available with your warranty and with most Data General

service options. Lines are open from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m., Eastern Time, Monday

through Friday.

For telephone assistance outside the United States or Canada, ask your Data General

sales representative for the appropriate telephone number.

End of Preface
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the standard ECLIPSE I/O bus subsystem and describes how

it integrates with ECLIPSE® MV/Family computers.

As shown in Figure 1-1, the ECLIPSE I/O bus subsystem connects peripheral devices,

via their controllers, with the host computer. The ECLIPSPE I/O bus subsystem

consists of two buses: a data channel and input/output bus (referred to as the I/O

bus), and a burst multiplexor channel (BMC) bus. Each of these buses consists of

several conductors used for transmitting control and information signals between the

computer and the device controllers. The I/O bus is shared by all the device

controllers as well as by the computer, while the BMC bus is shared only by the

device controllers that incorporate the BMC facility and the computer. Since these

buses are shared by both the computer and the peripherals, they are, by necessity,

half—duplex buses; that is, only one operation can occur at any one time on a

particular bus. However, both buses may have operations occurring simultaneously,

independent of each other.

1/O

System bus) controller ECLIPSE Computer
(IOC)

fen **

C Hh | |
L Peripheral controller

1Ta
Pp

S

E \ Peripheral controller

| — —— 2 » Priority
/ lines

O

B Peripheral controller
U 3

S
i - Len
~ —_——— TT

a“
Peripheral controller

n

INT-00593

Figure 1-1 I/O Bus Interconnection
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The BMC bus is the preferred I/O link for mass storage devices. Since the channel

has to be activated only once and a memory address has to be supplied only once for

each burst of words transferred, block transfers over the BMC can occur at much

higher rates than those under I/O.

The direction of all information transfers on the buses is relative to the computer.

Output always refers to information moving from the computer to a device controller;

input always refers to information moving from a device controller to the computer.

Integration with System

A basic ECLIPSE computer system using the ECLIPSE I/O bus consists of a

computer, its peripheral devices, and an I/O bus that connects the peripheral devices

with the computer. Figure 1-2 shows these parts of the system as well as other

components mentioned in the following paragraphs and it shows their interconnections.

le Computer ————>le- 175 bus >< Peripheral —__—»

ae]

[oe |
—+| Device |

Peripheral
controller

Central

processing

unit

(CPU)

heaved

LW Fer eral Adapter Device1/O bus

controller

nomen controler |, | Senter [Device _|

INT-00578

Figure 1-2. An ECLIPSE Computer System

Computer

A basic ECLIPSE computer consists of a central processing unit (CPU), a memory,

and an IOC. The IOC incorporates the two types of I/O bus controllers: an I/O bus

controller and a BMC bus controller. The computer may include other elements, such

as a hardware floating-point unit (FPU), but Figure 1-2 shows the simplest

implementation.
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Input/Output

Input/output is the process of moving information in a computer system between the

computer and peripheral devices such as line printers, terminals, and mass storage

devices (tape and disk units). Some devices, such as line printers, transfer

information out of the system. Some devices, such as terminals, transfer information

both into and out of the system. Others, such as mass storage devices, not only

transfer information into or out of the system, but also store information within the

system. Devices, therefore, serve two main purposes: they provide the computer

system with a means of communicating with its surroundings, and they supplement

memory with secondary information storage capacity.

Input/Output Controller (IOC)

The IOC generates the ECLIPSE I/O bus and acts as an intermediary between I/O

devices on the bus and the rest of the system. It communicates with the CPU and

memory via the internal system buses and with peripheral devices via the ECLIPSE

I/O bus. To the operating system, the IOC appears as an I/O channel, supporting data

channel and burst multiplexor channel (BMC) devices with internal and external bus

protocol transformations. It maintains maps that change data channel and BMC

addresses to physical memory addresses. Although the IOC allows intelligent device

controllers to load their own memory maps, it also maintains protection bits that

prevent devices from gaining access to protected memory areas. Several IOCs can be

present in some ECLIPSE MV/Family systems, each generating an ECLIPSE I/O bus.

Other implementations of ECLIPSE MV/Familiy systems may have only one IOC and

thus only one ECLIPSE I/O bus. When more than one ECLIPSE I/O bus is present,

they are identical.

Peripherals

A peripheral generally consists of several units: a device or devices; a device

controller; and, sometimes, an adapter.

Devices

A device is a unit that reads, writes, stores, or processes information. Devices include

disk drives, magnetic tape transports, and display and hardcopy terminals. For

example, a terminal’s keyboard reads information; a plotter writes information; a disk

drive and magnetic tape transport stores information; and an analog-to-digital (A/D)

converter processes information.

Device Controller

A device controller is the interface between the computer and the device, interpreting

commands from the computer to the device and passing information between them.

Thus, a moving-head disk controller can translate the track address received from the

computer into positional commands for the disk drive’s access mechanism. Once the

access mechanism positions the read/write heads, the disk controller translates the

data words it receives from the computer into the sequence of serial bits required by

the disk drive write circuitry. Likewise the disk controller translates the sequence of

serial bits it receives from the disk drive read circuitry into the data words required by

the computer.
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Adapter

An adapter is an additional unit required by some peripherals to complete the

communications link between the device and the device controller. An example of an

adapter is a modulator-demodulator (modem) connected between a communications

controller and a remote terminal device.

End of Chapter
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Chapter 2

The I/O Bus

The data channel and input/output (I/O) bus is a single bus connecting an I/O

controller (IOC) to the device controllers for peripheral devices (see Chapter 1). The

I/O bus handles both the programmed input/output and data channel operations of the

computer system.

Data and addresses are transferred on the bus along 16 parallel, bidirectional data

lines. Data and address transfers are synchronous; no handshaking occurs between

the interface and the I/O bus controller. Control signals are carried along dedicated,

unidirectional control lines that specify a unique function to be performed. In

addition to specifying a unique function, each control signal generated by the I/O bus

controller provides all timing necessary to perform that function. The data channel

and program interrupt facilities each uses its own single request and single priority

lines. The two request lines run in parallel to all peripheral interfaces so that an

interface requiring either data channel or program interrupt service need only assert

the appropriate line and wait for the response. The serial priority lines are

independent and are chained from interface to interface so that priority for service is

granted to the interface closest on the chain to the I/O bus controller. The I/O bus is

transistor-transistor logic (TTL) compatible.

The I/O bus signals are carried by etching contained on the chassis’ printed circuit

backpanel (backplane). When there are less than three input/output controllers in a

system, internal cabling carries the I/O bus signals between the groups of I/O printed

circuit board slots designated for each I/O port. In addition, the ECLIPSE I/O

bus(es) can be connected to an expansion chassis when system configurations require

expansion. A bus repeater printed circuit board is required when connecting the I/O

bus(es) to an expansion chassis. The I/O bus signals are terminated by resistor

networks that are solder~mounted on the chassis’ backpanel.

I/O Bus Signals

The I/O bus comprises 48 signals that can be divided functionally into 5 groups.

Figure 2~1 shows the I/O bus signals in their respective groups and Table 2-1 provides

a brief description of each signal’s function. (Refer to “Reader, Please Note” in the

Preface for signal level and signal name descriptions.) Specific timing information for

the I/O bus signals is shown in Chapter 3. Note that, with the exception of the two

priority lines, all I/O bus signal lines run in parallel to the I/O bus controller and all

device controllers connected to the bus.
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Figure 2-1 The I/O bus
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Data channel transfer mode select
(see also DCHMO)
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Seria! interrupt priority chain
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Table 2-1 1/O Bus Signals

Signal Description

Data

“DATA<0-15> Data. All data and addresses, for both programmed I/O and data channel, are

transferred between the |/O bus controller and device controllers connected to the I/O bus

via these 16 bidirectional lines. The Interrupt Disable mask and Interrupt Acknowledge

information are also carried on these lines.

Programmed I/O

“DS<0-5>

DATIA

DATIB

DATIC

DATOA

DATOB

DATOC

STRT

CLR

Device Select. These lines, when asserted by the I/O bus controller, carry the low-order

6 bits of an I/O instruction; that is, the device code. Only the device controller whose

device code corresponds to that carried on these lines should respond to control signals

generated on the !/O bus.

“DS<0> is bidirectional and can be asserted by device controllers to select data channel

transfer mode. (See the ~DCHMO entry later in this table.)

“DS<4-5> are bidirectional and can be used by device controllers for data channel map

selection during data transfers (see section “Data Channel Map Slot Selection”).

“DS<4-5> can also be used when loading data channel map slots from the device

controller. (See the “~“EXTDCH entry later in this table.)

Data In A. This signal line is asserted by the 1/O bus controller during the execution of a

Data In A (DIA) instruction. Should cause the device controller selected by ~DS<0-5> to

place the contents of its A input buffer on ~DATA<0-15>.

Data in B. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the execution of a

Data In B (DIB) instruction. Should cause the device controller selected by ~DS<0-5> to

place the contents of its B input buffer on “~DATA<0-15>.

Data in C. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the execution of a

Data In C (DIC) Instruction. Should cause the device controller selected by ~DS<0-5> to

place the contents of its C input buffer on ~DATA<0-15>.

Data Out A. This signal line is asserted by the !/O bus controller during the execution of a

Data Out A (DOA) instruction, after the I/O bus controller has placed the contents of the

specified CPU accumulator on ~DATA<0-15>. Should cause the device controller selected

by ~DS<0-5> to load its A output buffer with the data on ~DATA<0-15>.

Data Out B. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the execution of a

Data Out B (DOB) instruction, after the |/O bus controller has placed the contents of the

specified CPU accumulator on ~DATA<0-15>. Should cause the device controller selected

by “DS<0-5> to load its B output buffer with the data on “~DATA<0-15>.

Data Out C. This signal line Is asserted by the !/O bus controller during the execution of a

Data Out C (DOC) instruction, after the |/O bus controller has placed the contents of the

specified CPU accumulator on ~DATA<0-15>. Should cause the device controller selected

by ~DS<0-5> to load its C output buffer with the data on “~DATA<0-15>.

Start. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the execution of any I/O

instruction (except an //O Skip instruction) in which bits 8 and 9 = 01 (that Is, any I/O

instruction in which the Start (S) flag control function is specified). Asserted after the

data transfer has occurred during DIA, DIB, DIC, DOA, DOB, DOC instructions.

Usually used to Initiate peripheral operation by setting the Busy flag to 1 and the Done flag

to 0.

Clear. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the execution of any |/O

instruction (except an //O Skip instruction) in which bits 8 and 9 = 10 (that is, any I/O

instruction in which the Clear (C) flag control function is specified). Asserted after the

data transfer has occurred during DIA, DIB, DIC, DOA, DOB, DOC instructions.

Usually used to terminate peripheral operation by setting the Busy and Done flags to 0.

2-4
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Table 2-1 1/O Bus Signals

Signal Description

IOPLS 1/0 Pulse. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the execution of any

I/O instruction (except an //O Skip instruction) in which bits 8 and 9 = 11 (that is, any I/O

instruction in which the Pulse (P) flag control function is specified). Asserted after the

data transfer has occurred during DIA, DIB, DIC, DOA, DOB, DOC instructions.

Usually used to initlate special peripheral operations.

“SELB Selected Busy. This signal line is conditioned by the device controller, selected by the

device select lines, to specify the state of the controller’s Busy flag. Asserted low if the

controller’s Busy flag is set to 1.

“SELD Selected Done. This signal line conditioned by the device controller, selected by the

device select lines, to specify the state of the controller’s Busy flag. Asserted low if the

controller’s Done flag is set to 1.

Program Interrupt

“INTR

“MSKO

“INTP

INTA

Interrupt Request. This signal line is asserted low by a device controller to request

program interrupt service.

Mask Out. This signal line is asserted low by the I/O bus controller during the execution of

the Mask Out (MSKO) instruction, after the contents of the designated CPU accumulator

have been placed on “~DATA<0-15>. Used to load the contents of ~DATA<0-15> Into the

Interrupt disable flip-flops of all device controllers using the program interrupt system.

Interrupt Priority. This signal line is always asserted true to the first device controller, on

the |/O bus, using the program interrupt facility, and transmitted in series through each

successive device controller. A device controller should not issue an asserted “INTPOUT

unless it is receiving an asserted “INTPIN and is not requesting interrupt service.

Interrupt Acknowledge. This signal line is asserted by the |/O bus controller during the

execution of the /nterrupt Acknowledge (INTA) Instruction. If a device controller receives

INTA while it is also receiving an asserted “INTPIN and while it is requesting interrupt

service, it should place its device code on ~DATA<10-15>.

Note that multiple INTAs can be received by a device before Its interrupt Is processed.

Note that the I/O bus controller for |/O bus 0 will not assert INTA onto its I/O bus during

the execution of the INTA instruction if one of the devices resident on the MCU/IOC/DRP

board (primary asynchronous interface, real-time clock, programmable interval timer, and

memory control unit and/or input/output channel error) requires interrupt service.

Data Channel

“DCHR

“DCHP

“DCHA

Data Channel Request. This signal line is asserted low by a device controller when it

requires data channel service.

Data Channel Priority. This signal line is always asserted true to the first data channel

device controller, on the |/O bus, and transmitted in serles through each device controller.

A device controller should not issue an asserted ~DCHPOUT unless it is receiving an

asserted ~DCHPIN and it is not requesting data channel service.

Data Channel Acknowledge. This signal line Is asserted low by the I/O bus controller at

the beginning of each data channel cycle. Should cause the device controller that Is

receiving an asserted “DCHPIN signal and whose DCH REQ flip-flop is set.

1. The memory address (physical or logical) to be used for this transfer on signal lines

“DATA<2-15> of the I/O bus.

2. The additional DCH map slot address bits to be used for this transfer on signal lines

“DS<4-5>, “EXTDCH, and “DATAO of the I/O bus.

014-001856
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Table 2-1 I/O Bus Signals

Signal Description

“DCHA

(continued)

“EXTDCH

“DCHMO

DCHI

DCHO

3. And the type of transfer on signal lines “~DCHMO0O, and “DSO of the I/O bus.

Note that not all data channel device controllers use the additional map slot address bits

and that some controllers do not use all of the additional map slot address bits (see “Data

Channel Map Slot Selection” later in this chapter). Note also that not all data channel

device controllers use ~DSO to specify the type of transfer. (See “Data Channel Transfer

Modes” later in this chapter.)

Extended Data Channel. This signal line is conditioned by the device controller whose

DCH SEL flip-flop is set for memory mapping address selection. (See the information on

signals ~DCHA and “DS<4-5>.)

Note that not all data channel device controllers use ~“EXTDCH as a map slot address bit.

(See “Data Channel Map Slot Selection” later in this chapter.)

Data Channel Mode. This signal line is conditioned by the device controller wnose DCH

SEL flip-flop is set to inform the I/O bus controller of the data channel transfer type to be

performed. Used in conjunction with ~DSO by some device controllers. (See the

information on signal ~DS0O.) (Also see description of data channel modes. )

Data Channel Input. This signal line is asserted by the !/O bus controller for data channel

Input (“DSO = 0, ~DCHMO = 1) and for the write portion of a read-modify-write transfer

(“OSO and ~DCHMO both = 1). Should cause the device controller whose DCH SEL

flip-flop is set to place the contents of its input register on “~DATA<0-15>.

Data Channel Output. This signal line is asserted by the !/O bus controller for data

channel output (“DSO and ~DCHMO = 0) and for the read portion of a read-—modify-write

transfer (“DSO and “~DCHMO both = 1), after the data word has been placed on

“DATA<0-15>. Should cause the priority-selected device controller to load the data from

“DATA<0-15>.

System Control

lIORST

“RQENB

11/0 Reset. This signal line is asserted by the I/O bus controller during the //O Reset

(IORST) instruction or when a Reset function occurs. !ORST is also issued prior to

central processing unit operation at powerup. This signal should be used to initialize the

machine state of all device controllers in the system.

Request Enable. This signal line is asserted low by the I/O bus controller to synchronize

program interrupt and data channel requests from all device controllers. in any device

controller, “INTR and “~DCHR should be clocked only on the transistion from high to low

level of “RQENB. I/O bus controllers do not assert “RQENB while an /nterrupt

Acknowledge INTA instruction is being executed (see “Interrupt Request” later in this

chapter).

(concluded)

Programmed I/O Protocol

Programmed input/output transfers are controlled by a unique signal on the I/O bus.

When selected, device controllers must respond to programmed input/output transfer

signals as described in the following sections.
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Device Selection

Every programmed input/output instruction includes a 6-bit device code that uniquely

references the device controller involved in the transfer. During input/output

instruction execution, the device select lines (“DSO through *DS5) carry the contents

of the low- order 6 bits of the instruction, which is the device code. The device

controller must not assert the “~DATA<0-15> lines of the bus or initiate any other

function as a result solely of the device select lines. Rather, the selected device

controller should respond only to the assertion of control signals on the I/O bus when

it is selected.

A device controller can decode the device select lines in several ways. The device

select lines corresponding to the bit positions containing a 1 in the device controller’s

device code could be inverted and an And function performed on the resultant 6

lines, as shown in Figure 2-2 for device code 13g.

DEV

0 SEL

1

Device

code = 13,

|

INT-00595

Figure 2-2 Single Device Code Selection Network

Similarly, the lines corresponding to Os could be inverted and the six lines applied to a

NOR gate. There are other possibilities; but the two important details are that the

lines are asserted low and that “DSO is the high-order bit of the device code. Note

that it is possible to have the device controller respond to more than one device code

by decoding fewer than six lines. The remaining lines might be clocked into a register

to select a particular device controller mode as shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Multiple Device Code Selection Network

Assigning Device Codes

There are a number of factors to be considered when assigning a device code to a

device controller. A 6-bit device code allows 64 possible codes, 1 to 773. Device

code 77, is assigned to the central processing unit to implement such special functions

as Mask Out and Interrupt Acknowledge; hence it cannot be assigned to a device

controller. In addition, several device codes are assigned to resident devices and a

number of programming considerations restrict the use of device codes as assigned by

Data General and used in all Data General software. (Standard ECLIPSE device

codes can be found in the ECLIPSE MV/Family (32-Bit) Systems Principles of

Operation manual as well as the Principles of Operation Supplement for your specific

system). When you assign a device code to a custom device controller, it is important

to consider these reserved device codes and any other devices that are currently in the

system or may be installed in the future.

NOTE: Reserved or assigned device codes can be used as long as those codes are

not already in use for devices attached to your system.

Data Transfer Signals

Six data transfer signals of the I/O bus move a word or part of a word under direct

program control from a device controller to central processing unit accumulators and

vice versa.
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Data Input

The three programmed data input instructions — Data in A, B, and C (DIA, DIB,

and DIC) — allow data to be transferred from up to three distinct sources per device

code in the device controller and loaded into any one of the four CPU

accummulators. Additionally, if specified in the instruction, one of the following flag

control signals will be issued by the I/O bus controller to control the status flags or

other device controller functions: Start, Clear, orlI/O IO Pulse.

The execution of a data input instruction consists of two parts. The first is the data

transfer, followed by the (optional) flag control pulse. Three signals are used for the

data input transfer, one for each of the three possible sources in the device controller.

Through the use of three separate signals, the need for a decoding network in the

device controller is avoided.

During the first half of data input instruction execution, one of the three transfer

control signals — DIA, DIB, or DIC — is asserted on the I/O bus by the I/O bus

controller, as shown in Figure 2-4. This signal should be used by the addressed

device controller to cause data from the proper sources to be asserted on the

“DATA<0-15> lines of the I/O bus. After a time delay, the I/O bus controller will

transfer the information on the ~DATA<0-15> lines into the CPU accumulator

specified by the instruction and remove the transfer control signal.

NOTE: Because all device controllers are wired to the I/O bus in parallel, it is ex-

tremely important that only the device controller referenced by the device

select code assert any of the ~DATA<0-15> lines — and then only in re-

sponse to the transfer control signal.

During the second half of the instruction execution, the appropriate flag control pulse

— Start, Clear, or IO Pulse — is asserted. These pulses are specified in the flag

control (f) field of the instruction. The response of the device controller to each of

these signals will be discussed later.

Start of Accumulator
instruction loaded

toy

_ | | |

OR DIC os oe a we eos we K | |
wv wv | |

| |

| | | |

Data lines Control
asserted by pulse
interface INT-00597

Figure 2-4 Data In Sequence
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Data Output

The three programmed data output instructions — Data Out A, B, and C (DOA,

DOB, and DOC) — transfer data from any one of the four CPU accumulators through

the I/O bus controller to one of up to three destinations per device code in the device

controller. Additionally, if specified in the instruction, a flag control signal — Start,

Clear, or IO Pulse — will be issued by the I/O bus controller to control the status flags

or other device controller functions.

The execution of a data output instruction consists of two parts: the data transfer,

followed by the (optional) control pulse. Three signals are used for the data output

transfer, one for each of the three possible data destinations in the device controller.

Through the use of three separate signals, the need for a decoding network in the

device controller is avoided. Note that the three destinations used for data output

needn’t have any relation to the three data sources used for data input.

As shown in Figure 2-5, the I/O bus controller asserts the ~DATA<0Q-15> lines with

the contents of the CPU accumulator specified in the instruction. After allowing time

for the data to propagate down the I/O bus and for the lines to settle, the I/O bus

controller asserts one of the three transfer control signals — DOA, DOB, or DOC.

This signal should be used by the selected device controller to gate the contents of the

“DATA<0-15> lines to the proper destination and to load a register. After removing

the transfer control signal, the I/O bus controller will remove the data from the

“DATA<0-15> lines.

NOTE: Because all device controllers are wired to the I/O bus in parallel, it is ex-

tremely important that no device, including that referenced by the device

select code, be allowed to assert any of the ~DATA<0-15> lines during the

data output instruction.

During the second half of the instruction execution, the appropriate flag control pulse

— Start, Clear, or IO Pulse — is asserted. These pulses are specified in the flag

control (f) field of the instruction. The response of the device controller to each of

these signals will be discussed later.

Start of Load data buffer
instruction of selected interface

sa
ee Os |

DATACO-TS> | Foci | |
| | | || | |

DOA,DOB TOT Pee eee] Td |
OR DOC 2 os

| | 1 | |

STRT, CLR, T 11 TT or]
OR IOPLS a

| I | | |
i } | j

Vv Vv

Data lines Control
asserted by pulse
1/O bus

controller INT-00598

Figure 2-5 Data Out Sequence
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VO Skip

The operation of most peripherals is not synchronous to the operation of the CPU.

Because of its faster processing rate, the CPU will generally have to wait for the

completion of a peripheral’s operation. It is usually important for the CPU not to

issue any new instructions to the peripheral until the peripheral has completed its

previous operation. This asynchronous relationship between the CPU and peripheral

requires that the CPU be able to test the status of the peripheral.

The I/O Skip (IOSKP) instruction allows the program to test the state of two I/O bus

lines: “SELB and “SELD. Whenever a device controller recognizes its device code

on the device select lines, as discussed above, it should assert the “SELB and/or

“SELD lines depending on the internal state of the device controller. (Ordinarily,

“SELB will be asserted if the Busy flag is set, and “SELD will be asserted if the Done

flag is set.) During the execution of the J/O Skip instruction, the I/O bus controller

passes the content of these two lines to the CPU for testing. The CPU checks the

state of the appropriate line and skips the next sequential instruction if the line

matches the condition specified in the instruction.

The test condition is specified in the test ¢ field of the instruction as shown in Table

2-2.

Table 2-2 Test Conditions

Test Field Mnemonic Next Instruction Skipped If

00 BN “SELB =L

01 BZ “SELB =H

10 DN “SELD =L

11 DZ “SELD = H

Start, Clear, I/O Pulse

During the second half of the instruction execution, the appropriate flag control pulse

— Start, Clear, or IO Pulse — is asserted. These pulses are specified in the flag

control (f) field of the instruction. The response of the device controller to each of

these signals will be discussed later. Though a convention is followed in using these

signals in Data General device controllers, as explained below, the designer should

realize that the signals may be used for virtually any purpose.

Busy/Done Network

In Data General device controllers, two flags — Busy and Done — carry elementary

status information needed by the program. Any time a device controller detects its

device code on the device select lines, it asserts the “SELB line if its Busy flag is set

and/or “SELD if its Done flag is set. During the execution of an //O Skip (IOSKP)

instruction, the I/O bus controller passes the content of these two lines to the CPU for

testing. The CPU checks the state of the line as specified by the test control (t) field

of the instruction and skips the next sequential instruction if the line matches the

condition specified in the instruction.
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Although the significance of the flags may vary somewhat depending on the particular

device controller in question, they do carry a similar meaning in many cases. The

Busy flag generally indicates that the device is currently processing data or waiting for

some response from an external system. When this flag is set, any interference from

the program, such as an attempt to transfer information to this device, may produce

unpredictable results. The Done flag indicates that the device has completed an

operation and is awaiting a response by the program. In many devices, it is important

that this response come within a maximum time period to prevent a degradation of

system performance. See Figure 2-6 for Busy/Done sequencing.

Start Clear
function function Device
(STRT) (CLR) idle Operation

\ completed

TT 7 | | TT Tr no = | TT TT TT "

| | T. _* oe | | | _e Te e J

| | / | /

Device
idle Operation Start Start

completed function function
(STRT) (STRT)

INT-00679

Figure 2-6 Busy/Done Sequencing

In addition to conveying status information to the program, these flags can be used as

switches by the program to control the device controller. Generally, the Start pulse

causes the Busy flag to be set and the Done flag to be cleared, initiating device

controller operation. At the completion of the operation, a signal originating in the

device controller sets Done and clears Busy. If at any time the Clear pulse is issued

by the I/O bus controller, both flags should be cleared.

Figure 2-7 shows one implementation of the Busy/Done network. The IORST signal

clears both the Busy and Done flags directly. Signals generated by the flag control

function part of an I/O instruction affect the flags only if the device has recognized its

device code on the device select lines. When the device completes its operation, it

generates a completion signal, DEV COMPLETE, that clears the Busy flag and sets

the Done flag. The signal need not act on both flags directly; it can just as well clear

the Busy flag, whose state change sets the Done flag. Note that in the configuration

shown here, the D input to the Done flag is the output of the Busy flag. Therefore,

the completion signal will not set the Done flag if the program has previously cleared

the Busy flag.
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DEV C |

COMPLETE | oc)p— SELD
DONE

—GD O

START [a=
DEV SEL | py

Cc! loc o— SELB
BUSY

ov
—>:CLEAR _~

lIORST

DEV SEL

INT-00599

Figure 2-7 Typical Busy/Done Network

Program Interrupt System

The program interrupt system provides a device controller with a convenient means of

notifying the central processing unit that the controller requires service by the

program.

Interrupt Request

A device controller issues a program interrupt request by asserting the “INTR line of

the I/O bus. The CPU checks this line at the end of every instruction and at specific

points during the execution of lengthy instructions. If the interrupt line is asserted

(and the CPU’s Interrupt On JON is 1), it executes the program interrupt function.

The interrupt in no way affects the device controller itself; any action to actually

service the device must be the result of the software interrupt handler.

The signal, “RQENB, generated by the I/O bus controller is used to clock the

interrupt requests. The usual convention is to use the transistion of ~RQENB from a

high to low level to clock the interrupt request (INTR) flip-flop when the peripheral

has set its Done flag and the device controller does not have its interrupts disabled.

The INTR flip-flop in turn drives the “INTR line. It is very important that INTR be

asserted and removed synchronous with the transistion from high to low level of

“RQENB.

I/O bus controllers do not assert ~RQENB while an Interrupt Acknowledge (INTA)

instruction is being executed. This ensures that no higher priority device sets its

interrupt and applies its device code to the I/O bus during the INTA signal. It could

be possible that the time might not be long enough to ensure that the device code is

properly received by the I/O bus controller.
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Interrupt Disable

In addition to the three data output transfer control signals, there is a signal, “MSKO,

that functions in much the same way. This signal allows a 16-level priority system to

be established for the program interrupt facility. The signal, ~MSKO is issued during

the data transfer portion of a Data Out B (DOB) instruction when a device code of

77g is specified (CPU).

Conventionally, each device controller using the interrupt system is assigned a

hardware priority level corresponding to 1 of the 16 bits of a data word. When the

“MSKO signal is received by the device controller (regardless of the device code), an

Interrupt Disable flag (INT DISABLE) should be loaded from the ~DATA<0-15>

signal corresponding to the priority assignment of that device controller, as shown in

Figure 2-8. Whenever this INT DISABLE flag is set, the device controller should be

inhibited from issuing an interrupt request. Additionally, if the device controller is

issuing an interrupt request when the INT DISABLE flag is set, the request should be

removed on the next transistion from high to low level of “~RQENB.

| 4
RQENB __EKO —Jc at QENBI¢ al >o— NTR

DONE _

DATAI4—1D @ | 4p Oy

\ORST >

Figure 2-8 Typical Priority Mask Bit Circuit

INT-O00600

Interrupt Priority

There is an elementary hardware priority assignment on the I/O bus that arbitrates

between two or. more device controllers requesting interrupt service at the same time.

In the event of simultaneous interrupt requests, this priority system grants service to

the device controller that is requesting service and is closest to the I/O bus controller

on the I/O bus.

The interrupt priority signal should be passed through a priority network in every

device controller that uses the program interrupt facility. This signal, which must be

passed undisturbed by other device controllers (and any printed circuit boards installed

in device controller slots of the chassis), is called “INTPIN as it enters each device

controller and “INTPOUT as it leaves. For each I/O bus implemented, “INTPIN

starts on the chassis’ backpanel at the first I/O printed circuit board slot of the I/O

bus(es) as a low (asserted) signal, but it is pulled high to succeeding device controllers

by any device controller that requests interrupt service. Any device controller that

receives a high “INTPIN signal should pass a high “INTPOUT to the device

controllers further along the bus.

The circuit in Figure 2-9 shows the suggested implementation of this priority network.

In many cases, more than one device controller using the program interrupt facility

will be built on a single board. Here, each device controller built on the board will
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require its own priority network. As many elements as needed, each similar to that

shown below, will be chained together, with the “~INTPOUT signal of one feeding

“INTPIN of the next. Note that the terminating resistors shown are used on the

signals that enter and leave the board.

+5V

330

390 a

INTREQ

INTPIN

DEV INTP

+5V

330

INTPOUT

390

INT-00601

Figure 2-9 Typical Interrupt Priority Chain

Timing on this interrupt priority chain can be critical and becomes especially so for

large systems with many device controllers. Often it is possible to build several device

controllers on a single board. In these cases, the propagation time can be significantly

reduced by replacing the priority chain on such a board with two separate chains.

One chain, consisting of a single network element, determines the priority of the

entire board and quickly passes the “INTP signal on to the next board. A separate

chain determines the priority of the various device controllers on the board. See

Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-11 shows a typical interrupt control circuit as implemented in each device

controller.

I/O bus First Dual device Last
controller | | interface | interface l interface |

| | | | | | |

| | | | INTREQ1 | | |
INTP1| | | | INTEL | | |

| | | | l | | |

| | inte Ot: | | |
45V INTP2I sv | | assy fete | | INTP |

1 | 1 | tsV | | #8V sy |

| - | | 3 || fo
OoIt | Y Lal = |

|| | | r tb

| | | | INTREQ | | |
| | INTREQ | | | | |

| | | lINTREQI | | INTREQ |

I | | | NTREQ? | | |
| | | | | | |

| | | | | | INT-00602 |

Figure 2-10 Interrupt Priority Chain
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START

DEV
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Oc “DATA14

DATA15

Device code = 13 8

SELB

DEV
COMPLETE o¢

Oc

DATA14

Mask bit
CLEAR 

is bit 14

lIORST

DEL INTP

INTPIN

INTP OUT

INTREQ

INT-00603

Figure 2-11 Typical Interrupt Control Circuit

Interrupt Acknowledge

Once the central processing unit has received an interrupt request and transferred

control to the interrupt service routine, the software must service the device controller

that caused the interrupt. Before the program can even attempt to service the device

controller, it must determine which device controller did, in fact, cause the interrupt.

The simplest way that this can be achieved is by the use of the /nterrupt Acknowledge

(INTA) instruction. This instruction is equivalent to a Data Input B (DIB) instruction

with a device code of 77, (CPU). This instruction executes as a data input transfer

instruction, but the I/O bus controller asserts the INTA signal on the I/O bus during

the data transfer portion of the instruction.

Note that the I/O bus controller for I/O bus 0 will not assert INTA onto its I/O bus

during the execution of the /nterrupt Acknowledge (INTA) instruction if one of the

devices resident on the MCU/IOC/DRP (MID) board requires interrupt service.

Devices that are resident on the MID board are the primary asynchronous interface,

the real-time clock, the programmable interval timer, the memory control unit, and

input/output channel error.

When the INTA signal is received by a device controller (regardless of device code),

the condition of the *~INTPIN line to that device controller should be checked. If

this line is asserted and the device controller is currently issuing an interrupt request,

it should assert its device code on ~DATA<10-15> of the I/O bus for the duration of

the INTA signal. At the end of the INTA period, the I/O bus controller transfers the
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I/O channel code and device code to the CPU. The CPU then loads the I/O channel

code and device code into the specified CPU accumulator.

Data Channel

Unlike programmed input/output transfers, which are each controlled by one unique

signal on the I/O bus, data channel transfers are somewhat more complex. The

interaction between the I/O bus controller and the device controller is much more

involved, because of the number of functions performed for each transfer. Unlike the

design of a programmed I/O device controller, where certain liberties can be taken in

the designed response to a bus signal, the design of a data channel device controller is

relatively restricted, and we recommend that such a design correspond to the following

description.

Data Channel Request

A device controller issues a data channel request by asserting the ~DCHR line of the

I/O bus. Unlike interrupts, the I/O bus controller services a data channel request

completely without software intervention.

The signal, “~“RQENB, generated by the I/O bus controller is used to clock the data

channel requests in the same manner as the interrupt requests. The usual convention

is to use the transistion from high to low level of ~RQENB to clock the state of a

flip-flop, controlled by the device controller (DCH SYNC in Figure 2-12), into a data

channel request (DCH REQ) flip-flop, which in turn drives the ~DCHR line.

NOTE: It is very important that ~DCHR be clocked only on the transistion from

high to low level of “~RQENB.

d 4
RQENB

DEV READY Cc Cc Ut | oc BCHR
DCH DCH
SYNC REQ

DCHA

DCH REQ D Oo
DCHP ——

DCH SEL ——

IORST j
BUSY

Typical data channel request network. DEV READY
is qengtated by device or other interface circuitry.
D SEL is asserted when interface is currently
being serviced.

INT-00604

Figure 2-12 Typical Data Channel Request Circuit

When the I/O bus controller sees ~DCHR asserted, it transfers data to or from the

highest priority controller requesting service. Just before the end of every data

channel transfer, the I/O bus controller pulses the ~RQENB signal again. And if the

“DCHR signal is still asserted at the end of the current transfer, the I/O bus controller

performs data channel transfer to the highest priority controller that is still requesting

data channel service. The I/O bus controller continues to perform data channel

transfers in this way until no controller on the I/O bus is requesting data channel

service. Figure 2-13 shows the timing sequence required for data channel transfers.
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DCH REQ DCH REQ
set by remain asserted to
RQENB if obtain back to back
DCH SYNC is set transfers

D5 — [ Oo =
RQENB fe" :
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|

|

|DCH REQ

DCH SYNC DCH SYNC cleared
set by device by DCHA of I/O bus
controller when controller data channel
data transfer is response

required

INT-00605

Figure 2-13 Typical Data Channel Sequence

Data Channel Priority

There is an elementary hardware priority assignment system on the I/O bus that

arbitrates between two or more device controllers requesting data channel service at

the same time. In the event of simultaneous data channel requests, this priority system

grants service to the device controller that is requesting service and is closest to the

I/O bus controller on the I/O bus.

The data channel priority signal should be passed through a priority network in every

device controller that uses the data channel. This signal, which must be passed

undisturbed by other device controllers (and any printed circuit boards installed in

device controller slots of the chassis), is called ~DCHPIN as it enters each device

controller and ~DCHPOUT as it leaves. For each I/O bus implemented, ~DCHPIN

starts on the chassis backpanel, immediately adjacent to the respective I/O bus

controller board(s), as a low (asserted) signal, but it is pulled high to succeeding

device controllers by any device controller that requests data channel service. Any

device controller that receives a high ~DCHPIN signal should pass a high ~DCHPOUT

to the device controllers further along the bus.

The only device controller that should respond to the I/O bus controller’s data

channel signals is that which is requesting data channel service and is receiving a low

level ~DCHPIN;; that is, the device controller closest to the I/O bus controller, on the

I/O bus, that is requesting data channel service.

The circuit shown in Figure 2-14 shows the suggested implementation of this priority

network. In some cases, more than one device controller using the data channel

facility will be built on a single board. Here, each device controller will require its

own priority network. As many elements as needed, each similar to that shown

below, will be chained together, with the ~DCHPOUT signal of one feeding “~DCHPIN

of the next one. Note that the terminating resistors shown are used on the signals

that enter or leave the board.
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Figure 2-14 Typical Data Channel Priority Circuit

1/O BUS

Timing on this data channel priority chain can be critical and becomes especially so

for large systems with many device controllers. Often it is possible to build several

device controllers on a single board or in a single external chassis. In these cases the

propagation time can be significantly reduced by replacing the priority chain on such a

board with two separate chains. One chain, consisting of a single network element,

determines the priority of the entire board and quickly passes the ~DCHP signal on to

the next board. A separate chain determines the priority of the various device

controllers on the board. (See Figure 2-15).

1/O bus First Dual device Last
controller | interface interface interface

DCHREQ1

DCHP

+5V
+5V

|

|

|

|

1 Co
|

|

|

|

+5V >
+5V

CHP

DCHP1

DCHREQ

gQOLDm2

>—O

=

DCHREQ

DCHP

+5V
+5V

INT-00608

Figure 2-15 Data Channel Priority Chain
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Data Channel Acknowledge

As the first step in any data channel transfer the I/O bus controller will issue the data

channel acknowledge signal, ~DCHA, to all device controllers on the I/O bus. The

I/O bus controller expects two types of information from the device controller in

response to this signal: the memory address (physical or logical address) and the

mode of this transfer. Beyond this, however, the ~DCHA signal alerts the device

controller to the beginning of a transfer, allowing it to perform some additional

functions.

All of the data channel signals are issued on the I/O bus without an accompanying

code on the device select lines. The priority network is used to determine which

device controller is to respond to these signals. Before one data channel cycle is

complete, the data channel request from the device controller being serviced must be

cleared to prevent an immediate second transfer. Therefore, a storage unit must be

provided to maintain a device controller’s selected state even after a change in

DCH REQ or “DCHPIN.

Figure 2-16 shows the use of a flip-flop, called DCH SEL, which serves this purpose.

On the leading edge of ~DCHA, this flip-flop will be set if DCH REQ is set and the

device controller is receiving an asserted ~DCHPIN. Otherwise, it will be cleared on

this signal. Thus, DCH SEL of the proper device controller will remain set from the

beginning of one data channel cycle until the beginning of the next. A device

controller should not respond to data channel control signals unless its DCH SEL flag

is set.

DCHA——C_ I f—

DCH

DCH REQ —] a5
DCHP —-4

INT-O0609

Figure 2-16 Typical Data Channel Select Circuit

While it is receiving ~DCHA, the device controller whose DCH SEL flag is set should

return the memory address, map slot address (if mapping is to be performed), and

transfer mode to the I/O bus controller via the I/O bus. Finally, unless back-to-back

transfers are desired, the ~DCHA signal should be used to clear the DCH SYNC flag

so that DCH REQ will be cleared on the next transistion from high to low level of

“RQENB. Figure 2-17 shows typical data channel sequencing. Figure 2-18 shows a

complete typical data channel control circuit.
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Figure 2-17 Data Channel Sequencing
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Figure 2-18 Typical Data Channel Control Circuit (Complete)
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Data Channel Map Slot Selection

Dependent upon their design, data channel I/O device controllers can assert a 15-,

16-, 12-, or 19-bit memory address as shown in Figure 2-19. When data channel

mapping is enabled, this address is handled as a logical memory address that is

translated (mapped) to a physical memory address. Data channel mapping is enabled

when the CPU program sets the data channel map enable (DME) bit of the I/O

Channel Definition register to 1. When this bit is set to 0, all data channel address

are unmapped and only the least significant 15-bits of the address provided by the

device controller are used to physically address memory. Note that when an

ECLIPSE system has multiple input/output channels each channel has its own I/O.

Channel Definition register. (For additional information on the I/O Channel

Definition register, refer to the ECLIPSE MV/Family (32-Bit) Systems Principles of

Operation manual as well as the Principles of Operation Supplement for your specific

system. )

P
a Page address rl Offset —

DS<4-5> EXTDCH DATA<0> DATA<1-5> DATA<6-15§>

<— 15-bit address —————>

16-bit address

17-bit address

19-bit address

INT-00612

Figure 2-19 Data Channel I/O Controller Memory Addressing Schemes

When a data channel I/O device controller asserts a 19-bit memory address, it uses

the 16-bit I/O data bus. In addition, it uses device select lines ~DS4, “DS5, and the

extended data channel line ~EXTDCH as shown in Figure 2-20. When data channel

mapping is enabled, these 19-bits are a logical address that is translated into a

physical memory address. In translating the logical address to a physical address, the

high-order 9 bits of the logical address form a logical page address that the enabled

data channel map translates into a physical page starting memory address of up to 16

bits depending on memory capacity. This page starting memory address then has the

10 low-order bits from the logical address appended to provide the page offset

addressing (low-order bits) within the physical page of memory. This combination of

physical page starting address and page offset address form the physical address used

to access memory.

Data channel device controllers that assert 19-bit memory addresses can select any

one of 512 data channel map slots (I/O Channel Definition register numbers 4000,

through 57773).
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Device Extetnal
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lines line

DS<4-5> EXTDCH DATA<0> DATA<1-5> DATA<6-15>
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Selected map slot

(See Figure 2-26)

/ V ON
Physical page starting address Physical page offset address

Address bits<6-21> Address bits<22-31>

INT-00613

Figure 2-20 19-Bit Logical-to—Physical Address Translation

When data channel mapping is enabled, memory addresses from data channel I/O

device controllers that assert 15-, 16-, or 12-bit addresses are translated in the same

manner except that the high-order 5, 6, or 7 bits of the logical address form a logical

page address as shown in Figures 2-21 through 2-23.

Data channel device controllers that assert 15-bit memory addresses can select any

one of 32 data channel map slots (I/O Channel Definition register numbers 4000,

through 4077s).

Data channel device controllers that assert 16-bit memory addresses can select any

one of 64 data channel map slots (I/O Channel Definition register numbers 4000,

through 4177s).

Data channel device controllers that assert 12-bit memory addresses can select any

one of 128 data channel map slots (I/O Channel Definition register numbers 4000,

through 4377s).
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Figure 2-21 15-Bit Logical-—to-—Physical Address Translation

——___—_— I/O bus data lines ——_——>|

DATA<0> DATA<1-5> DATA<6-15>

\ Y /\ /

| ]
6-bit logical page 10-bit logical page

starting address offset address

Selected map slot

(See Figure 2-26

/ V \
Physical page starting address Physical page offset address

Address bits<7-21> Address bits<22-31>

INT-00615

Figure 2-22 16-Bit Logical-to—Physical Address Translation
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External

— DCH —><———— _1/O bus datalines —

line

EXTDCH DATA<0> DATA<1-5> DATA<6-15>

\ /\. /

—!

7-bit logical page

starting address

Selected map slot

(See Figure 2-26)

10-bit logical page

offset address

/ Physical page starting address Vv Physical page offset address \
Address bits<7-21> Address bits<22-31>

INT-00616

Figure 2-23 12-Bit Logical-to—Physical Address Translation

Data Channel Transfer Modes

As part of the device controller’s response to “~DCHA, it should return the mode of

the transfer to the I/O bus controller.

designate the mode of transfer using the ~DCHMO signal line.

All data channel device controllers must

In addition, DCH |

device controllers can designate additional modes of transfer using the “DSO signal

line. These signal lines should be asserted whenever DCH SEL (or its equivalent) is

set in the device controller. Transfer modes are listed in Table 2~3, followed by a

description of the transfer for each mode.

Table 2-3 Data Channel Transfer Modes

“DSO *DCHMO Function

O=H O=H Output transfer

O=H T=L Input transfer

1= O=H Reserved

T=L T=L Load data channel map (from device controller)
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Input

Following the data channel address cycle (*“DCHA), the I/O bus controller will assert

DCHI as shown in Figure 2-24. The device controller whose priority conditions are

satisfied (that is, whose DCH SEL flag is set) should respond to this by conditioning

the I/O bus *DATA<0-15> lines with the data word to be transferred. At the end of

the DCHI period, the I/O bus controller will load the contents of the ~DATA<0-15>

lines and write it into the memory location specified during the previous data channel

address cycle (“DCHA).

DCHI ve,

DATA<0-15> Fe ee rR
l j

Vv

DCH SEL interface asserts

(or equivalent) data lines

must be set
for response

to DCHI to occur

INT-00617

Figure 2-24 Data Channel Input Sequence

Output

Following the data channel address cycle (“DCHA), the I/O bus controller will

condition the I/O bus *~DATA<0-15> lines with the data word read from the memory

location specified during the data channel address cycle (“DCHA) as shown in

Figure 2-25. After allowing time for the lines to settle, DCHO will be asserted by the

I/O bus controller signaling the device controller to load the data from the

“DATA<0-15> lines. The device controller should load the data from the

“DATA<0-15> lines at the trailing edge (transistion from low to high level of

(DCHO). Shortly thereafter the I/O bus controller will remove the data from the

“DATA<0-15> lines.

Data lines asserted by

| 1/O bus controller

eer eh ah ABST BTR aa thane
a a a ea

ee PP PE OE OP OP EP OS
PP FE FE EE PO
cae eee pee ee eee et ee a

Interface whose DCH SEL ——

(or equivalent). flag is
set loads data

DATA<0-15>

INT-00618

Figure 2-25 Data Channel Output Sequence
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Data Channel Map Table

The data channel map table can define up to 512 map slots. Each map slot provides

the physical page starting memory address for a 2—Kbyte block of memory. These

map slots are located within the data channel map table portion of the channel

input/output (CIO) registers (numbered 4000 through 5777,). Each map slot consists

of an even-numbered register and its corresponding odd-numbered register as shown

in Figure 2-26.

4000 —--

~ High 4000 | Low 4001| Slot 0

~DCH Map ~ | High 4002 | Low 4003] Slot 1

etc. etc.
5777

INT-00619

Figure 2-26 Data Channel Memory Map Register Locations

Loading Data Channel Map from I/O Device

In addition to the normal configuring of the data channel map by the processor (using

the WLMP, CIO, and CIOI instructions), the map can be upstream loaded from a

device controller. In this method, the controller performs two data channel map write

operations that write two 16-bit words into a map slot: one to the high-order register,

and one to the low-order register. These registers may be written to in any order or,

if an existing map is being modified, only one register need be loaded. Data bit 15 of

the address word defines which register (high-order or low-order) receives the data

word.

Note that the specified data channel map must be enabled for upstream loading to be

successful. Data channel mapping is enabled by setting the data channel map enable

(DME) bit of the I/O Channel Definition register to 1. When this bit is set to 0, all

data channel addresses are unmapped. Note also that when an ECLIPSE system has

multiple input/output controllers, each controller has its own I/O Channel Definition

register. (For additional information on the I/O Channel Definition register, refer to

the ECLIPSE MV/Family (32-Bit) Systems Principles of Operation manual as well as

the Principles of Operation Supplement for your specific system.)

In order for a data channel device controller to specify a load map operation, the

controller must assert ~DSO and ~DCHMO lines along with the address word when it

responds to the data channel acknowledge (“DCHA).

Depending upon their design, data channel device controllers that implement the

loading of the data channel map function can address any one of 32, 64, 128, or 512

map slots. They do this by asserting a 5-, 6-, 2-, or 9-bit map slot number. Address

word formats for data channel map upstream loading are shown in Figure 2-27. Note

that “~DATA15 of the address word defines which register (high-order or low-order)

receives the data word.
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Data formats to be written to the odd- and even-registers are shown in Figures 2-28

and 2-29.

Device External

Select i DCH Pit I/O bus data lines >|
lines lines | |

DS<4-5> EXTDCH DATA<0> DATA<1-5> DATA<6-14> DATA<15>

\ Y /\__ Y \——/

Map slot selection Reserved High-low
order bit

> 5-bit map slot et
selection

Le 7-bit map slot ————————>
selection

Le .
9-bit map slot

I selection
INT-00620

Figure 2-27 Address Word Format for Data Channel Map Upstream Loading

V Z Reserved

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

INT-00621

Bits Field Name Contents or Function

0 V Valid page bit:

0 = page access enabled

1 = page access denied*

1 Z Data transfer bit:

0 = data Is transferred

= zero bits are transferred

2-15 Reserved Hardware reserved; returns zero bits when read, should be written
with zeros

*
If access is attempted, a MAP validity fault condition is generated.

Figure 2-28 Input/Output Map Even—Numbered Register Format (High-Order Word )
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Physical page starting address

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

INT-00622

Bits Field Name Contents or Function

0-15 Physical page Starting physical memory address of logical page

starting address referenced for the particular map siot

Figure 2-29 Input/Output Map Odd-Numbered Register Format (Low-Order Word)

End of Chapter
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Chapter 3

/O Bus Timing and Electrical

Specifications

This chapter presents detailed timing characteristics and signal levels for the various

I/O bus functions that were described in Chapter 2. The chapter also provides circuit

specifications for line drivers and receivers that are to be connected to the I/O bus.

The chapter ends by listing suggestions for minimizing electrical noise and provides a

suggested input circuit to be used by bus receivers.

Timing

The following timing diagrams, Figures 3-1 through 3-14, show typical timing

characteristics of the various ECLIPSE I/O bus functions. These figures show two

types of timing information. The times shown for the functions originated in the I/O

bus controller (for example, the DCHI pulse) are the times for which the device

controller I/O bus interface must be designed. The times between I/O bus controller

bus functions and the device controller I/O bus interface responses on the bus to

those functions are shown as the maximum allowable times. A device controller I/O

bus interface designed to operate with these function times and maximum response

times will in most cases operate with any NOVA®, ECLIPSE®, or ECLIPSE

MV/Family computer. All times are given in nanoseconds and are measured at the

backpanel pins of the device controller slot.

NOTE: Signals that have no maximum duration or delay may have an indefinite

duration or delay.

DS<0-5>

DI(A,B,C)

———— +500 ——>
>100 N >100

0-200 — >r— 0-200

DATA<0~15> DATA x

STRT,CLR,IOPLS

INT-00623

Figure 3-1

014-001856
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DS<0-5>

DI(A,B,C)

DATA<0-15>

STRT,CLR,IOPLS

INT-00624

Figure 3-2. Programmed I/O Input with Start, Clear, or I/O Pulse

DS<0-5> x

>100 —

DATA<0-15> Data

>150 >150

DO(A,B,C) / \

l¢—— >250 ———»lae— 5350 —>

STRT,CLR,IOPLS

INT-00625

Figure 3-3 Programmed I/O Output Without Start, Clear, or I/O Pulse

DS<0-5>

DATA<0-15>

DO(A,B,C)

STRT,CLR,IOPLS

INT-00626

Figure 3-4 Programmed I/O Output with Start, Clear, or I/O Pulse
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x-DS<0-5> x
ple >350>100 I“

E

STRT,CLR,IOPLS

INT-00627

Figure 3-5 Programmed I/O No Data Transfer With Start, Clear, or I/O

Pulse

DATA<0-15> XK xX

MSKO

>150 | >350 “| >150

INT-00628

Figure 3-6 Mask Out

DS<0-5> x | Device Code OK
< _wl >!

| = 0-150 | 0-150

SELB,SELD

INT-00629

Figure 3-7 Skip Test

jt >200 ,
__ tr \ Sf

RQENB 1, \ 4 \
|

~

\Q>75 >75

INTPOUT Y

0-100 —| 0-75

INTR

0-150 | INT-00630

Figure 3-8 Program Interrupt

3-3
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INTPIN Y

INTPOUT

0-30
per interface

INT-00631

Figure 3-9 Interrupt Priority Chain

INTA V \

- >500
DATA<0-15> OX Device code

0-200 —« 
| 0-200| 

INT-00632

Figure 3-10 Interrupt Acknowledge

lORST yy

INT-00633

| >500

Figure 3-11 I/O Reset
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Note 1 >350

DCHI

DATA<0-15> Address

DCHMO

Note 1: The rising edge of DCHI may occur up to 30 ns

before the rising edge of DCHA; therefore use DCHI to

control switching between address and data on the

data bus. See worst case timing below.

Note 2: The falling edge of BCHA may occur up to
30 ns before the falling edge of DCHI.

__ /DCHA \ / \

DCHI \ Kh
> 0-75 - 0-75

DATA<0-15> x Address Data Address
<— <75 t— <75

Note 3: The falling edge of RQENB may occur up to

30 ns before the falling edge of DCHA.

INT-00634

Figure 3-12 Data Channel Input
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RQENB

DCHPOUT

DCHR

DCHA

DCHO

DAT A<0-15> Address

0-75

DCHMO

Note 1: The falling edge of RQENB_ may occur up to

30 ns before the falling edge of DCHA.

INT-00635

Figure 3-13 Data Channel Output

DCHPIN

0-30

per interface

DCHPOUT

INT-00636

Figure 3-14 Data Channel Priority Chain
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DCHPIN x

0-20

DCHA \

INT-00637

Figure 3-15 Data Channel Priority to Acknowledge Delay

Signal Levels

All of the signals on the ECLIPSE I/O bus are digital signals and thus have two

electrical states. As shown in Figure 3-16, any voltage between 0 and +0.7 volts is

considered low while any voltage greater than +2.0 volts is considered high. The

normal voltages for low and high levels are 0.5 and +2.7 to +3 volts, respectively.

The relation between the electrical level of a signal and its logical value depends on

the particular signal in question. Signals that are asserted when low are identified by a

bar over the signal name (for example, “CLR) as explained in the Preface of this

manual.

BUS HIGH < et 3.5V
FE EE ES 9 OV

INDETERMINATE :

BUS LOW a 0.7V

INT-00638

Figure 3-16 Bus Electrical Levels

Drivers

All signals that may be generated by the device controller interface as well as several

other signals normally float high and are driven by pulling them towards the 0 volt

level. This is done by causing enough current to flow through the line’s terminating

resistor from the +5 volt source so that the full 5 volts are dropped across the resistor.

This is usually accomplished by using the collector of an NPN transistor, as shown in

Figure 3-17. Generally, a discrete transistor is not used for this purpose; rather the

output of an open-collector transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) gate would be used. In

any case, the device must be able to sink at least 64 milliamperes with a saturated

collector-emitter voltage not greater than 0.5 volts.
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S Bus signal _

em ee SO re ee Se Se Se OTS ee ee m—
‘ !
b '

| !
NPN driver transistor

! Control must sink at least 64 ma, !
signals with a collector—emitter !

! voltage less than 0.5 V

t $
t t
' t
Dac cee =

INT-00639

Figure 3-17 Typical Line Driver

Receivers

Receivers for the I/O bus signals can be TTL gates. The net load that can be

attached to the bus must be limited to 1.6 mA per signal per board.

Noise

In any high-speed circuit design, there should be a concern for noise generation and

protection from it. There are many types of noise that should concern the designer.

For example, crosstalk between adjacent high-speed signals, ringing of improperly or

unterminated signals, effects of ac (capacitive) loading, and transmission line effects

are all noise sources. Several suggestions listed below will decrease noise generation:

@ Use noise resistant receivers for all high-speed signals, especially those that travel a

long distance.

@ Keep all I/O bus signals very short. That is, locate the receivers and drivers for

I/O bus signals physically close to the printed circuit boards (PCBs) edge

connectors where they come off the backpanel. Lay out all bus signal etch to

minimize capacitance and crosstalk.

@ Synchronize all data, address, or status information so it does not change once it is

enabled onto the I/O bus.

@ Use only one receiver for each signal. That is, if a signal is used at more than one

point on a single board or device controller interface assembly, that board should

nevertheless cause only one load on the bus for that signal.

@ Treat these signals as transmission lines; their physical as well as electrical

characteristics are important.

® Consider the effect on signal delays and pulse widths caused by bus receivers,

transmitters, repeaters, and filters.

The logical, electrical, and mechanical design of bus device controller interfaces and

interconnects must minimize the generation of, and vulnerability to, electrical noise.

Nevertheless, the noise immunity of 7400-series logic circuits may not be adequate, in
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all cases, to receive I/O bus signals. Bus receivers for the signals listed below may

require the filter circuit shown in Figure 3-18.

DATIA DATOA “DCHA STRT INTA

DATIB DATOB DCHI CLR “MSKO

DATIC DATOC DCHO IOPLS IORST

All other signals should use Schmitt trigger receive
rs.

IN O-® [pe OUT

1 Kilohm

y
100 pF

INT-00640

Figure 3-18 Bus Receiver

End of Chapter
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Chapter 4

The BMC Bus

The burst multiplexor channel (BMC) bus structure contains a single bus connecting

the ECLIPSE BMC facility of the Input/Output channel to the peripheral device

controllers.

Summary of BMC Bus Signals

The BMC bus comprises 64 signal lines that can be grouped into 6 categories. Figure

4-1 shows the BMC bus signals in their respective groups and Table 4-1 provides a

brief description of the functions for each signal. All signals on the bus are active

low. (Refer to “Logic Conventions” in the preface of this manual for signal level and

signal name descriptions.) Timing information for the BMC bus signals is shown in

Chapter 10. All BMC bus signal lines run in parallel to the BMC bus controller and

all device controllers connected to the bus.

Data and an associated parity bit are transferred on the bus along 17 parallel,

bidirectional data lines. Addresses and an associated parity bit are transferred along

22 parallel, unidirectional address lines. Control signals are carried along dedicated,

unidirectional control lines that specify a unique function. Each device controller that

uses the BMC facility has its own single request line. The eight request lines run in

parallel to all device controllers in order that each controller can independently

determine if it is the highest priority controller that is making a request. All activities

on the BMC bus are synchronized by a clock signal supplied by the controller. The

BMC bus is TTL compatible.

The BMC bus signals are carried by two flat-ribbon cables that connect the BMC bus

controller to device controllers that use the BMC facility. These cables originate from

two 40-—pin connectors on the front edge of the board containing the BMC bus

controller and daisy chain through two 40-—pin connectors on the front edge of each

device controller connected to a specific BMC bus controller. The BMC bus chain

must be terminated at the device controller that is furthest from the BMC bus

controller on the chain.

Interactions between the BMC bus controller and the BMC device controller are

somewhat complex because of the number of functions performed for each transfer

sequence. Design of a burst multiplexor channel interface is relatively restricted, and

Data General recommends that such a design correspond to the description presented

in this chapter.

The BMC may connect to as many as 8 device controllers, typically (the number may

be less on some systems because of slot, power, or BMC bus current limitations).

One or more BMC facilities may be present, depending on the specific system. Figure

4-2 shows a typical interconnection of peripheral devices and a common BMC

controller.
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SYNCLK SYNCLK SYNCLK SYNCLK
¢

,._ BMCR<0-7> ,_ BMCR<0-7> ,_ BMCR<0-7> ,..._BMCR<0-7>__,

N “N NU N )

READY READY READY READY J

DATA DATA DATA DATA \

ADDR_ERROR ADDR_ERROR ADDR_ERROR ADDR_ERROR ,
4

DATA_ERROR DATA_ERROR DATA_ERROR DATA_ERROR_ ,

B P P P 7

M e e e

Cp GP
B BMC_DATA_IN p BMC_DATA_IN p BMC_DATA_IN p BMC _DATA_IN ,
U __ ___ —_—_ _ 7

S |,._WCNT<0-7> e |s__WCNT<0-7> e |s__WCNT<0-7> e |sz__WCNT<0-7>_,

r K r K r }
C NV a N a N a N 4

© |. BMC_ENB_PAR | | BMC_ENB PAR | |! BMC_ENB PAR | | BMC_ENB_PAR \
= —ENB_ < ENB _

t BMC_MAP c BMC_MAP c BMC _MAP c BMC MAP,
° _—__ n _—__ n —_——____ n —__
| EXTEND t EXTEND t EXTEND t EXTEND

r r r ,
e ° re) °

r i I l

I |
e e e

_ r ee r _ r _

BMCA<0-20> 1 BMCA<0-20> > \ BMCA<0-20> 3 BMCA<0-20> )

BMC APAR BMC APAR BMC APAR BMC APAR __,

BMCD<0-15> BMCD<0-15> BMCD<0-15> BMCD<0-15> )

BMC_DPAR BMC_DPAR BMC_DPAR BMC_DPAR_ ,
/

Figure 4-1 The BMC Bus
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Group Signal Description

{ SYNCLK
/ Sync SYNCLK Synchronizing clock

| BMCR<0-7>

} P reauost. BMCR<0-7> Transfer sequence request

READY READY Ready to accept transfer
—_——— sequence reques

L.__DATA Transfer DATA Ready to transfer data

} ADDR_ERROR controls ADDR_ERROR Address parity error or
| DATA_ERROR validity check error

r = Pp DATA_ERROR Data parity error on input
e data transfer

i
BMC_DATALIN P 7 BMC_DATA_IN Direction of data transfer

p___WCNT<0-7> e (in or out)

r WCNT<0-7> Number of data words to
/ a transfer

l

ae anne BMC_ENB_PAR Enable address and data
I BMC_MAP c parity checking

; EXTEND . BMC_MAP Enable address mapping

/ r |- EXTEND Type of data transfer

oO (map or normal) .-

l

l

, e

__ r

) BMCA<0-20> | BMCA<0-20> Address word
Address

j__ BMC _APAR BMC APAR Address word parity bit

1

) BMCD<0-15> BMCD<0-15> Data word
ee Data

; BMc rar BMC_DPAR Data word parity bit

INT-00642
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Table 4-1 BMC Bus Signals

Signal Description

Synchronization Signals

“SYNC_CLK

Address Signal Lines

“BMC_ADDR<00-20>

“~BMC_APAR

Data Signal Lines

“~BMC_DATA<00-15>

*BMC_DPAR

Synchronization Clock. This signal line synchronizes all activities on the

BMC bus. This signal is generated by the BMC bus controller. Each

period of “SYNC_CLK Is called a BMC bus cycle. BMC bus cycles can

be as short as 100 nanoseconds and can be extended if the BMC bus

controller Is delayed waiting for a memory cycle. All information flowing

between the BMC bus controller and device controllers must be strobed

by the active edge (transistion from high to low level) of “SYNC_CLK.

Burst Multiplexor Channel Address. These signal lines transfer a starting

memory address (21-bit physical or 20-bit logical) between the active

BMC device controller and the BMC bus controller.

Burst Multiplexor Channel Address Parity. This signal line transfers the

address parity bit between device controllers attached to the BMC bus

and the BMC bus controller when BMC parity is enabled (see also the

“BMC_ENB_PAR ertry).

Burst Multiplexor Channel Data. These signal lines transfer all data

between the BMC bus controller and device controllers attached to the

BMC bus.

Burst Multiplexor Channel Data Parity. This signal line transfers the data

parity bit between the BMC bus controller and device controllers attached

to the BMC bus when BMC parity is enabled (see also the

“BMC_ENB PAR entry).

Transfer Request Signal Lines

“BMCR<0-7> Burst Multiplexor Channel Request. These signal lines request the BMC

bus controller to Initiate a transfer sequence. Each BMC device controller

Is assigned a unique request line. (“BMCR7 is highest priority; “BMCRO

is the lowest).

Transfer Control Signal Lines

“READY

“DATA

Using the transfer control signals, the BMC bus controller directs the

sequence of events that occurs during a data transaction and notifies the

active device controller if an addressing (parity or protected memory

area) error or data parity error occurs.

Ready. This signal line specifies that the BMC bus controller has

accepted a BMC device controller transfer request. The highest priority

device controller requesting service must place an address and channel

control word on the BMC bus for transfer to the BMC bus controller during

the next bus cycle.

Data. This signal line specifies that the BMC bus controller is in the data

transfer phase of a transfer sequence.

4-4

(continued)
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Table 4-1 BMC Bus Signals

Signal Description

Transfer Control Signal Lines (Continued)

~ADDR_ERROR

“~DATA_ERROR

Address Error. This signal line notifies the device controller that a parity

error was detected on the address transferred during an address and

control word bus cycle when parity checking is enabled (see also the

“BMC_ENB_PAR ertry).

Also notifies the device controller that access to a protected memory

area (validity protected) was attempted during a data cycle that specified

that mapping is enabled (see also the “BMC_ENB_PAR entry).

Data Error. This signal line notifies the device controller that a parity

error was detected on a data-in word transfer cycle when parity checking

is enabled (see also the “~“BMC_ENB_PAR entry).

Channel Control Signal Lines

“~BMC_ENB_PAR

*BMC_MAP

“EXT

“BMC_DATA_IN

“WCNT<0-7>

Using the channel control signals, the device controller provides, to the

BMC bus controller, information that details the transfer to be performed.

This control information indicates the parity mode, memory addressing

mode, transfer mode, and number of data words minus 1 that are to be

transferred for the subsequent data transfer.

Burst Multiplexor Channel Enable Parity. This signal line specifies

whether or not parity checking is to be performed on the starting memory

address and on each data-in word transferred during the subsequent data

transfer. When asserted low, it specifies parity is to be checked.

Burst Multiplexor Channel Mapping. This signal line specifies whether the

starting memory address contained on the “~BMC_ADD<00-20> signal

lines is a logical or physical memory address. When asserted low, it

specifies that the address Is logical and that addresses are to be

translated to physical memory addresses (mapped) when memory is

accessed during the subsequent data transfer.

Extend. This signal line specifies whether data transferred during a

data-in transfer is to be written into the BMC Map (BMC upstream Map

load) or into memory. This signal line has meaning only when channel

control signal “~“BMC_DATA_IN is asserted at the same time. When

“EXT and “~“BMC_DATA_IN are both asserted low, data words from the

device controller are written into the BMC Map during the subsequent data

transfer. The BMC upstream Map load feature is not implemented on all

BMC device controllers.

Burst Multiplexor Channel Data In. This signal line specifies the direction

of the subsequent data transfer. When asserted low, It specifies that

data words are to be transferred from the device controller into memory

or the BMC Map (see also the “EXT entry); when asserted high, it

specifies that data words are to be transferred from memory to the

device controller.

Word Count. This signal line specifies the number of data words to be

transferred during the subsequent data transfer. The word count

specifies one less than the actual number of words to be transferred.

014-001856
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BMC BMC BMC BMC

interface Interface interface interface

BMC

Controller J

(part of \ |
input output

controller)

BMC BMC BMC BMC

interface interface interface interface

INT-00641

Figure 4-2. BMC Bus Interconnection

Bus Synchronization

All activity of the BMC facility is synchronized with a clock signal ((SYNC_CLK). A

period of this synchronizing clock (from active edge to active edge) is referred to as a

BMC bus cycle. (The active edge of the clock signal is the transition from a high

voltage level to a low voltage level.) The minimum period of a BMC bus cycle is

100 ns. However, BMC bus cycles vary in length depending on the amount of time

the BMC facility is delayed while waiting for memory operations to complete. Device

controllers that utilize the BMC facility must make transfer requests and place

information on or take information from the BMC bus only on the active edge of the

synchronizing clock.

Transfer Sequence

Each transfer sequence between the BMC device controller and BMC bus controller

consists of a transfer request by the device controller, an acceptance of that request

by the bus controller, an address and channel control word transfer by the device

controller, and a burst (group) of 16-bit data words (1-256 words) transferred into or

from the device controller. The BMC bus controller services a BMC request

completely without software intervention.
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Burst Multiplexor Channel Request

When a device controller requires BMC bus controller sevice to transfer data into or

from memory or to the BMC map table, its BMC interface logic issues a transfer

sequence request to the BMC bus controller by asserting its respective request signal

line, ~BMCR<0-7> on the BMC bus. (See Figure 4-3). Each BMC device controller

is assigned a unique request line and more than one request line can be active at a

time. (“BMCR7 is highest priority; ~BMCR0O is the lowest.) The BMC bus controller

monitors all the request lines, but it does not distinguish priority among them.

Conflicting access requests must be resolved by the device controllers (see the “Burst

Multiplexor Channel Priority” section).

SYNC_CLK
DEV RDY Q

BMC

REQ

D Q+V

Control

CLR/RST

Priority 150

select

switch

150

(See note)

NOTE: Terminating resisters connected to BMCR<0-7>
must be connected to +3 V only on the last
device controller connected to the BMC bus.

INT-00643

Figure 4-3 Typical BMC Request Circuit
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The BMC bus controller assumes that

@ Each BMC device controller knows which other BMC device controllers are making

requests,

® Each BMC device controller determines independently whether it is the one making

the highest priority request,

@ Only one BMC device controller determines that it is making the highest priority

request,

e@ The BMC device controller making the highest priority request presents an address

and channel control word to the BMC bus controller and transfers the data burst

when requested by the BMC bus controller.

The signal “SYNC_CLK, generated by the BMC bus controller, is used to clock BMC

requests. BMC request signal lines must be clocked only on the leading edge of

“SYNC_CLK. The usual convention is to use “SYNC_CLK to clock the state of a

flip-flop that is controlled by the device controller (BMC SYNC in Figure 4-3) into a

BMC request (BMC REQ) flip-flop, which in turn drives the respective ~BMCR<0-7>

signal line.

NOTE: A device controller should not request back-to-back BMC transfer requests

in order that lower priority BMC interfaces requiring service can periodically

obtain use of the BMC facility. (Refer to the section “BMC Break

Circuitry” later in this chapter for detail.)

When the BMC bus controller sees any ~BMCR<0-7> signal line asserted, it performs

a BMC transfer sequence from the highest priority device controller requesting service.

During the transfer sequence, the BMC bus controller asserts “SYNC_CLK to

synchronize transfers. These “SYNC_CLK signals allow other BMC device controllers

to assert their respective request line; and if any BMC request line is asserted at the

end of the current transfer sequence, the BMC bus controller performs another BMC

transfer sequence to the highest priority controller that is requesting service. The

BMC bus controller continues to perform BMC transfer sequences in this way until no

BMC device controller is requesting service.

Figure 4—4 and Figure 4-5 show the timing sequence for BMC transfer requests and

acknowledgments.
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SYNC_CLK el peparemaonyssoas 80 °ete Tateee, 9 Pe “ote

a . ‘Se, tefe we Se, ooet, a oe, eon, wee wn, be, te,Me “Ss, “ete, oa ae, eseT os Mn “ee 2 ee,=, 2, 4‘2°, ol7 4 me ee, Sted seee, ee,
a

% 4Reqbmcenb

Reqbmec

BMCRn gem — — a ——rwe Sa aS I? a
Pe ee PK PS SD OF OF

sa = wD was
RE A DY Be PO PL “ ss ee Be

a a an a a Ane a a a Ea

Myturn — w= ee odControl

Word

Control word is reset by first

SYNC_CLK after begin set.

Control word set by SYNC CLK If BMC
bus controller is asserting READY and
BMC interface is highest priority Interface
requesting service.

Control word resets Reqbmcenb
and Reqbmc.

Reqbmc set by SYNC_CLK

if Reqbmcenb is set.

Reaqbmcenb set by device controller
when data transfer is required.

INT-00644

Figure 4-4 Typical BMC Request Sequence (BMC Bus Controller Ready)

Burst Multiplexor Channel Priority

The only BMC device controller that should respond to the BMC bus controller’s

transfer signals is that which is the highest priority BMC device controller requesting

BMC service.

Because more than one BMC bus request line can be active at a time, a hardware

priority system serves to arbitrate between two or more device controllers requesting

BMC service at the same time. In the event of simultaneous BMC requests, this

priority system must grant service to the device controller that is requesting service and

is assigned the highest priority on the BMC bus.

Each BMC device controller must determine independently whether it is the highest

priority controller making the bus request. Therefore, each device controller must

know which other device controllers are making bus requests. Besides connecting to

the BMC bus controller, all BMC request signal lines run in parallel to all BMC

device controllers so that each controller can determine which other controllers are

requesting service during any BMC bus cycle.

Figure 4-5 shows the timing sequence for BMC transfer requests when the BMC bus

controller is not ready.
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sync_cik fete] Re] bested
J

| \7
eS a aa oe ae mS ‘. oe 2 1 " .

Reqbmcenb | Es ee “ oe le
fj

+ \2
ee VE

Reqbmc . eee ee

J

, c—. ae . f-

{

Vf
READY | ,

U]

+ \Z
J t)

Conwdenb . .,

1 1]
\7Z

Control | 1)

Word 
\ ¢

Control word is reset by first

SYNC_CLK after begin set.

Control word set by SYNC CLK If BMC
bus controller Is asserting READY and
BMC interface is highest priority interface

requesting service.

Control word resets Reqbmcenb

and Reqbmc.

Reqbme set by SYNC_CLK

if Reqobmcenb is set.

Reqbmcenb set by device controller
when data transfer is required.

INT-00645

Figure 4-5 Typical BMC Request Sequence (BMC Bus Controller Not Ready)

Each BMC device controller must monitor all request lines to determine when it is the

highest priority controller making a request. The BMC interfaces treat each request

line as having fixed priorities ((BMCR7 is highest priority; ~BMCRO is the lowest).

The circuit shown in Figure 4-6 shows a suggested implementation for monitoring

request priorities.
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REQBMC

BMC

priority BMCRO
request

level

AO

Al& @®© NBMCR4
A2

BMCRS5 5
8 input

BMCR6 g priority

(See note)

Encoded

priority

request READY
SYNC_CLK Control

| word
Control
word

oO

Myturn

4-Bit

comparator

NOTE: Terminating resisters connected to BMCR<0-7>
must be connected to +3 V only on the last
device controller connected to the BMC bus.

INT-O00646

Figure 4-6 Typical BMC Priority Circuit
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BMC Request Acknowledgement

When the BMC bus controller is ready to service a device controller’s transfer

sequence request, it issues a BMC request acknowledgement signal to all device

controllers on the bus by activating its “READY signal line. Transfer requests that

occur before the BMC bus controller is ready are delayed until the “READY signal is

asserted.

When the BMC bus controller signals acceptance of the transfer request, the highest

priority device controller requesting bus controller service must place an address and

channel control word on the bus for transfer to the BMC bus controller. This address

and control word must be placed on the bus upon receipt of the first active

synchronous clock edge following the assertion of “READY. The BMC bus controller

negates the “READY signal at this time and begins processing the data transfer.

Note that the ~READY signal line will be active whenever the BMC bus controller is

not busy performing a transfer sequence. Note also that the BMC bus controller may

assert “READY near the completion of a transfer sequence to set up the next transfer

sequence.

Figure 4-7 shows typical BMC sequencing from initiating the request through the

memory address and channel control word bus cycle.

sync_cik fd ete bite bee Bete] Bette]

Regbmcend Pee]

BMCRn |

READY “ee el

Myturn ss

Control el

word ors

BMCA<00-20,PAR>

BMC ENB PAR Caan aa oom

BMC_DATA IN

ONT Memory address
and channel control
word to BMC bus

controller.
INT-00647

Figure 4-7 Typical BMC Memory Address and Channel Control Word Sequence

Before the transfer sequence is complete, the BMC bus request from the device

controller being serviced must be cleared to prevent an immediate second transfer.

Therefore, circuitry must be provided to maintain a controller’s selected state once the

transfer sequence begins.
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Figure 4-8 shows the use of a flip-flop, called Data Enable (or equivalent), which

serves this purpose. On the leading edge of “SYNC_CLK, this flip-flop sets if the

device controller is the highest priority controller requesting service and is receiving

“READY from the bus controller (signal Myturn). This flip-flop is cleared when the

data transfer is completed (signal CHANNEL DONE). A device controller must not

respond to the BMC bus data transfer signal unless its BMC Selected flag is set.

© Cc Q DATA ENABLESYNC_CLK

Data

enable

Cc Q -——) » —_—
Control D Q
word R

_ QO
Myturn D Q L

|
CHANNEL DONE

INT-00648

Figure 4-8 Typical BMC Select Circuit

Figure 4-9 shows a complete typical BMC control circuit.
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REQBMC ° Ao
1 Hs

2 “so

3 “so

4{
5 As

6 A~o-

7 Ho

BMC ANY +++
priority Oo -req u : BMCRO NONE

eve" BMCRT O|

BMCR2 Oj 2
AO -—

OoMCR3 3 A110

OoBMCR4 4 nD

BMGRS5 Oo
BMCR S 8 input

BVGRGE priority

MCR6 o 6 request

BMCR? O} 7

EN

150 150 9

(See note)

Encoded —| AcB
priority

request READY A=B SYNC_CLK
@—j A>B = Cc |

ZA Control

A>B Tr word

o AO Myturn
Ao "1 Al =B D of-

A2
<< mene

Ao A3 A<B
e CONTROL

% BO WORD
B1

B2

@— B3
4-Bit DiI ENABLE

comparator Data

V enable
C oO bpaesmesamee

NOTE: Terminating resisters connected to BMCR<0-7> R
must be connected to +3V only on the last
device controller connected to the BMC bus. T

Channel done INT-00649

Figure 4-9 Typical BMC Control Circuit (Complete)
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Address and Channel Control Word

The address and channel control word sent to the BMC bus controller by the highest

priority BMC device controller when it receives “READY consists of

e Starting memory address (either logical or physical) for the burst of data

(“BMCA<0-20> and ~BMCA<PAR>),

® Parity Enable flag (“~BMC_ENB_PAR),

® Map Enable flag (“BMC_MAP),

® Number of data words (burst length) to be transferred in the burst ((WCNT<0-7>),

® Two flags denoting the transfer mode; one the direction of data transfer (input or

output — “~BMC_DATA_IN), and the other the Map Table Load Operation flag

(EXT).

Address

The 21 unidirectional address and the address-parity signal lines are conditioned by

the active device controller during the address and control-word bus cycle. This

address specifies either a 21-bit physical or 20-bit logical starting memory address for

the subsequent data transfer (see the section “Mapped/Unmapped Transfers” below).

Note that when a logical starting memory address is specified, “BMC ADDR0O0 is not

used as an address bit.

When parity checking is specified ((BMC_ENB_PAR), the address parity signal line is

conditioned to maintain odd parity on the combined address signal lines

(‘-BMC_ADDR<00-20) and the address parity line (“BMC_APAR) — that is, the sum

total of ones in the address word, including the parity bit, is odd. All address bits are

significant in maintaining parity.

Channel Controls

The highest priority device controller requesting service transmits channel control

information along with the starting memory address. This channel control information

indicates the memory addressing mode, parity mode, transfer mode, and number of

data words minus one that are to be transferred for the subsequent data transfer. The

device controller provides the channel control information by conditioning the

following signal lines during the address and channel control word bus cycle.

Memory Addressing Mode

As part of the channel control information, the device controller must specify whether

the starting memory address supplied on the address signal lines is to be handled as a

logical or physical memory address. The device controller accomplishes this by

asserting the Map Enable (“BMC_MAP) signal line to specify that the address is

logical and is to be translated before addressing memory.

Parity Mode

As part of the channel control information, the device controller must specify whether

or not the BMC bus controller is to check parity on the starting memory address and

all data words transferred to the bus controller. The device controller accomplishes

this by asserting the Parity Enable ((BMC_ENB_PAR) signal line to specify that

parity is to be checked on the address and data words.
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Transfer Mode

As part of the channel control information, the device controller must specify the

mode of the transfer. BMC device controllers designate the mode of transfer using

their “~BMC_DATA_IN and “EXT signal lines. Transfer modes are listed in

Table 4-2. A description of each transfer mode is presented later in this chapter.

Table 4-2 BMC Transfer Modes

“EXT “BMC_DATA_IN Transfer Mode

O=H O=H Output data transfer

0O=H T=L Input data transfer

1T=L 1=L Load BMC map (from device controller)

Word Count

As part of the channel control information, the device controller must specify the

number of data words to be transferred during the subsequent data transfer. The

device controller accomplishes this by conditioning the ~“WCNT<0-7> signal lines.

Although the word count allows data transfers of up to 256 words per transaction,

each device controller should limit the count to a small number (8 or 16 words) to

minimize latency for lower priority device controllers when multiple device controllers

are connected to the BMC bus.

Address Parity Check

When the Parity Enable flag is present in the channel control word received from the

device controller, the BMC bus controller checks the starting memory address for odd

parity. Ifa parity error is detected, the bus controller records the address parity error

in its Channel Definition register, notifies the device controller of the error by

asserting its “ADDR_ERROR signal line in the bus cycle that immediately follows the

address and channel control word cycle. When an address parity error occurs the

data transaction is canceled. The device controller must not transfer any data words

to or expect any data words from the bus controller for the current transfer sequence.

The device controller is responsible for the corrective action. (For additional

information on the I/O Channel Definition register, refer to the ECLIPSE MV/Family

(32-Bit) Systems Principles of Operation manual as well as the Principles of

Operation Supplement for your specific system. )

NOTE: An address parity error will be generated if no BMC address signal lines

including parity are driven during the address and channel control word bus

cycle.

If the BMC bus controller detects an address parity error, it allows another transfer

sequence to begin by asserting the ~READY signal line.

Unmapped/Mapped Transfers

Device controllers that transfer data via the burst multiplexor channel can specify

unmapped or mapped data transfers for individual data blocks via the Map Enable
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flag in the control word. Unmapped transfers are performed when physical memory

addresses are used to access memory. Mapped transfers are performed when physical

memory address space differs from logical memory address space. During mapped

transfers, the BMC bus controller translates logical memory addresses it receives from

the device controller, to physical memory addresses.

When a device controller specifies an unmapped transfer (the Map Enable flag is not

active) for a data burst, it sends a 21-bit physical starting memory address to the

BMC bus controller. This physical address is used to address memory during the data

burst transfer. The BMC bus controller increments this address during the data burst

transfer causing consecutive memory locations to be accessed for each successive word

transferred.

When a mapped data transfer is specified (the Map Enable flag is active), the device

controller sends a 20-bit logical starting memory address to the BMC bus controller.

The BMC bus controller translates the logical memory address to a physical memory

address before accessing memory during the data burst transfer. The BMC bus

controller increments the logical memory address during the data burst transfer,

causing consecutive logical memory locations to be accessed for each successive word

transferred.

During each memory access of a mapped data burst transfer, the BMC bus controller

translates logical memory addresses into physical memory addresses by converting the

ten high-order bits of the logical memory address, called the logical page number,

into a number of bits, called the physical page number. This conversion is

accomplished by using the ten high-order bits to select a BMC map slot that contains

the starting memory address of the physical page. The number of physical page bits

varies depending on the amount of memory present in the system. These physical

page number bits then combine with the ten low-order bits of the logical memory

address, called the page offset address. This combination of physical page starting

address and page offset address form the physical memory address used to access

memory. Figure 4-10 illustrates the bus controller address translation procedure.

NOTE: Because it is the logical memory address that is incremented during the data

burst transfer, successive physical memory locations may not be accessed. If

the incrementing of the logical address results in a carry from the page offset

address into the logical page number, the logical page number is incremented

and the physical page number is taken from the next sequential logical page

number map slot. Therefore, in mapped data burst transfers, successive data

words may not be accessed at consecutive memory locations if the transfer

overlaps two logical pages.

As part of the address translation procedure, the BMC bus controller also checks for

valid address translations (protected memory areas) during each memory access (see

the “Protected Memory Check” section later in this chapter.)
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BMC_ADDR<00> BMC_ADDR<01-10> | BMC_ADDR<11-20>

\ YN VA
VY VY

10-bit logical page 10-bit logical page

Reserved starting address offset address

Selected map slot

(See Figure 4-20)

Physical Page Physical Page

Starting Address Offset Address

Address Bits <6-21> Address Bits <22-31>

INT-00650

Figure 4-10 Logical-to-—Physical Address Translation

Data Transfer

During bus cycles that follow the address and channel control word transfer, the

number of data words specified by the device controller in the channel control word

(“WCNT<0-7>) are transferred between the device controller and memory. The

direction of the data transfer is determined by the Direction flag ((BMC_DATA_IN)

contained in the channel control word. Note that when a data-in transfer is specified,

the device controller can specify that the data be placed into the BMC map rather

than into memory. (Device controllers cannot read data from the BMC Map.)

The BMC bus controller notifies the device controller when the data burst is to be

transferred by activating its “DATA signal line. “DATA may be asserted in any clock

cycle following the transfer of the address and channel control word. Once asserted,

“DATA will be asserted during each “SYNC_CLK high to low level transistion until

the entire requested number of data words have been transferred. If either a data

parity or address validity error is detected, the signal “DATA may or may not be

removed.

During the data transfer, the BMC bus controller

@ Performs a data parity check (when parity is enabled) on each data-in word

transferred.

@ Performs a data parity generation on each data—out word transferred whether parity

is enabled or not.

® Decrements the burst word count.

® Translates logical memory addresses to physical memory addresses when mapping is

enabled.

® Checks for protected memory area accesses when mapping is enabled.

e Accesses memory as required to store or retrieve data words.
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® Increments the memory address as required each time memory is accessed.

® Notifies the active BMC device controller when a data parity error or an access

attempt to a protected memory area is detected.

One word (16 data bits plus parity) of the data burst is transferred via the BMC bus

data signal lines (*~BMCD<0-15> and ~BMCD<PAR> on the high to low level

transistion of each synchronous clock (“SYNC_CLK, until the entire burst is

transferred. The 16 bidirectional data signal lines are conditioned by the BMC bus

controller (data—out) or the active device controller (data-in) for each data word

transfer.

The bidirectional data parity signal line is conditioned by the active device controller

during each data-in word transfer to maintain odd parity on the combined data signal

lines ((BMC_DATA<00-15>) and the data parity signal line (“BMC_DPAR) — that

is, the sum total of ones in the data word, including the parity bit, is odd. This signal

line is always conditioned by the BMC bus controller during each data—out word

transfer bus cycle to maintain odd parity whether parity is enabled or not.

While waiting for memory operations to be completed, the BMC bus controller may

delay the clock signal for short periods during the data transfer.

The BMC bus controller can reassert the ~READY signal at the beginning of the last

word of a data-in transfer or at the beginning of the next to last word of a data-out

transfer (the last word of a data—out transfer can overlap a subsequent control word

transfer).

A device controller should not request back-to-back BMC transfer requests in order

that lower priority BMC interfaces requiring service can periodically obtain use of the

BMC facility. (Refer to the section “BMC Break Circuitry” later in this chapter for

detail.)
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Input

During data transfers into memory, the active device controller must place the first

data word on the BMC bus on the bus cycle immediately following the address and

control word bus cycle. This may be before the BMC bus controller asserts ~DATA.

Succeeding data words must be placed on the bus at each high to low level transistion

of *“SYNC_CLK until the requested count of data words has been transferred. The

BMC bus controller accepts a data word on each high to low level transistion of

“SYNC_CLK in the bus cycles when “DATA is asserted. Figure 4-11 shows the

timing sequence for a four—word input data transfer.

During BMC input transfers, the device controller must remain selected for one

additional bus cycle following the last data word transfer to monitor for a data parity

error or protected memory access error (refer to the “Data Parity Check” and

“Protected Memory Check” sections later in this chapter for details.)
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BMCD<0-15,PAR> | Word 1 Word 2 | Word3 | Word4 |

Bus controller accepts

4th data word.

Bus controller accepts
3rd data word. Device

controller places 4th

data word on bus.

Bus controller accepts
2nd data word. Device

controller places 3rd

data word on bus.

Bus controller accepts

1st data word. Device
controller places 2nd
data word on bus.

Device controller places 1st

data word on bus.

INT-00651

Figure 4-11 BMC Data Input Sequence
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During data transfers out of memory, the BMC bus controller retrieves data words

from memory, places the first data word on the BMC bus, and asserts *DATA.

Succeeding data words are placed on the bus at each high to low level transistion of
the following “SYNC_CLK signals when “DATA is asserted. These actions continue
until the requested count of data words has been transferred. The device controller

must store a data word from the data lines on each high to low level transistion of

“SYNC_CLK following the BMC bus controller assertion of *DATA. Figure 4-12
shows the timing sequence for a four-word output data transfer.

BMCD<0-15,PAR> | Word1 | Word 2 Word 3 | Word 4
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Bus controller
accesses memory

data to output.

Bus controller places ist
data word on bus.

Device controller accepts
1st data word. Bus
controller places 2nd
data word on bus.

Device controller accepts
2nd data word. Bus
controller places 3rd
data word on bus.

Device controller accepts
3rd data word. Bus
controller places 4th
data word on bus.

Device controller accepts
4th data word.

INT-00652

Figure 4-12 BMC Data Output Sequence
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Data Parity Check

If Parity Enable (*“BMC_ENB_PAR) was specified in the channel control word

received from the device controller, the BMC bus controller checks each data-in word

(contents of *BMCD<0-15> and ~BMCD_PAR) for odd parity. If a parity error is

detected, the bus controller records the error in its Channel Definition register,

notifies the device controller by asserting its ~DATA_ERROR signal line as shown in

Figure 4-13, and continues the current transfer sequence writing the erroneous

word(s) as if no error had occurred. The device controller must continue to finish its

data burst transfer, error or not. When a data parity error is flagged, the device

controller is responsible for remembering that the data error has occurred and for

taking corrective action at the end of the transfer sequence.
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Control word
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Bus controller accepts
4th data word.

Bus controller accepts
3rd data word. Device
controller places 4th
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Bus controller accepts
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Bus controller detects
data parity error on word 2.

Bus controller accepts
1st data word. Device
controller places 2nd
data word on bus.

Device controller places 1st
data word on bus.

INT-00653

Figure 4-13 Data Parity Error Detected on Input Transfer (Not on Last Word)

The BMC bus controller asserts ~DATA_ERROR during the BMC bus cycle that

follows the cycle in which the erroneous data was received. If a data parity error

occurs on the last word transferred in the data burst, the device controller will be

notified of the parity error in the bus cycle that follows the data burst transfer as

shown in Figure 4-14. Therefore, a device controller must remain selected for one

additional bus cycle after transferring data to the BMC bus controller. In this case,

the error may be reported during the address and channel control word transfer from

another device controller using the BMC facility but will not affect the controller
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transferring the address and channel control word as it should not be monitoring for

data parity errors at this time.
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BMCD<0-15,PAR> | Word 1 Word 2 | Word 3 | Word 4 |
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Bus controller accepts
4th data word.

Bus controller detects
data parity error on
word 4,

Bus controller accepts
3rd data word. Device
controller places 4th
data word on bus.

Bus controller accepts
2nd data word. Device
controller places 3rd
data word on bus.

Bus controller accepts
1st data word. Device
controller places 2nd
data word on bus.

Device controller places 1st
data word on bus.
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Figure 4-14 Data Parity Error Detected on Last Input Word Transferred

Data Parity Generation

The BMC bus controller always generates odd parity on data—out words, and the

device controllers can either perform or disregard the parity check. If the device

controller performs the parity check and an error is detected the controller must

record the error and finish the data burst transfer before taking corrective action.

The BMC bus controller is not notified of the data parity error and will continue to

transfer the data burst as if no error occurred.
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Protected Memory Check

If the Map Enable flag ((BMC_MAP) was specified in the channel control word

received from the device controller, the BMC bus controller also checks for valid

address translations (protected memory areas) during each memory access. If an

attempt to access a protected memory area occurs during the course of a data burst

transfer, the BMC bus controller records the error in its Channel Definition register,

notifies the device controller by activating its “ADDR_ERROR signal line as shown in

Figure 4-15), and aborts the data transaction. If the bus controller flags a protected

memory error, the device controller should neither transfer any more data words to

the bus controller nor expect any more words from the bus controller for the current

data transaction. The device controller is responsible for corrective action. If the bus

controller flags a protected memory area error, it will allow the next data transaction

to begin by asserting the “READY signal line.

SNC Le] ee ee ee ee eee

control word Pee Se es

BMCD<0-15, PAR> Word 1 | Word2 | Word3 |

Ce a AR a a)
eR at

oem lee ae’ ‘* a ‘. we ete ee esDATA

Bus controller accepts
2nd data word. Device
controller places 3rd
data word on bus.

Bus controller detects protected
memory error when initiating memory
cycle to write words 1 and 2 to memory.

Bus controller accepts
1st data word. Device
controller places 2nd
data word on bus.

Device controller places 1st
data word on bus. INT-00655

Figure 4-15 Protected Memory Error Detected On Input Data Transfer (Not On

Last Word)

In a write-to-memory BMC operation, a protected memory error may occur as late as

the BMC bus cycle that follows the cycle in which the last data word is transferred. If

a protected memory error occurs on the last word transferred in the data burst, the

device controller will be notified of the error in the bus cycle that follows the data

burst transfer as shown in Figure 4-16. Therefore, a device controller must monitor

for this type of error for one additional bus cycle after transferring data to the BMC

bus controller. In this case the error may be reported during the address and channel

control word transfer from another device controller using the BMC facility, but will

not affect the controller transferring the address and channel control word as that

controller should not be monitoring for protected memory errors until the next bus

cycle.
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In a BMC read-from-memory operation, the device controller would be notified of

the protected memory error during a bus cycle in which a data word would have been

transferred. Therefore, the device controller does not have to monitor for this type of

error after the transfer completes.
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Bus controller accepts
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Bus controller detects
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when initiating memory
cycle to write words 1,
2, 3, and 4 to memory.

Bus controller accepts
3rd data word. Device
controller places 4th
data word on bus.

Bus controller accepts
2nd data word. Device
controller places 3rd
data word on bus.

Bus controller accepts
1st data word. Device
controller places 2nd
data word on bus.

Device controller places 1st
data word on bus.
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Figure 4-16 Protected Memory Error Detected Following Last Input Word

Transferred

BMC Break Circuitry

Each device controller that implements the BMC facility should include circuitry to

prevent back-to-back BMC facility transfer requests in order that lower priority BMC

interfaces requiring service can periodically obtain use of the BMC facility. This can

be accomplished by circuitry that counts a given number of “SYNC_CLK pulses

following each data burst transfer. The number of pulses can be selected at

configuration time via a jumper or can be hardwired.
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BMC Map Table

Because the BMC bus controller accesses memory directly, it must contain its own

separate Map table that translates 20-bit logical memory addresses, received from

device controllers, to physical memory addresses. The BMC map table contains 1,024

map slots, one map slot for each logical page. These map slots are located within the

BMC map table portion of the Channel Input/Output (CIO) registers (numbered 0000

through 3777s). Each map slot consists of an even-numbered register and its

corresponding odd-numbered register as shown in Figure 4-17.

The BMC bus controller translates memory addresses by using the logical page number

to select a map slot in the map table and then combining the physical page number,

contained in that map slot, with the page offset address supplied by the device

controller to form the physical memory address.

0000 —-——--—

~ High 0000] Low 0001} Slot 0
~

~BMC map ~ [High 0002 | Low 0003} Slot 1
~

etc. etc.
3777

INT-00657

Figure 4-17 BMC Memory Map Register Locations

Loading BMC Map from I/O Device Controller

The BMC map is normally loaded with translation data transferred from main memory

using programmed instructions (WLMP, CIO, and CIOI). However, some BMC device

controllers have the ability to load their BMC map slots with translation data. (For

programming details on loading the BMC Map, refer to the ECLIPSE MV/Family

(32-Bit) Systems Principles of Operation manual as well as the Principles of

Operation Supplement for your specific system. )

Note that the specified BMC map must be enabled for upstream loading to be

successful. This is accomplished if the BMC upstream map loading function is

implemented by the device controller and that operation is specified (“EXT and

“BMC_DATA_IN signal lines are both active) in the channel control word received

from the device controller.

Device controllers that implement the BMC map upstream load function can address

any one of 1,024 map slots. They do this by asserting a 10-bit map slot number.

Address word format for BMC map upstream loading by a device controller is shown

in Figure 4-18. Note that “BMC ADDR20 of the address word defines which

register (high-order or low-order) receives the first data word that is transferred.
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BMC_ADDR<00> BMC_ADDR<01-10> | BMC_ADDR<11-19> BMC_ADDR<20>

\

INT-—00658

Reserved

fo NY NY NS

Starting map Reserved High/low
slot number order bit

Figure 4-18 Address Word Format for BMC Map Upstream Loading

In the upstream load function, the device controller performs a BMC map write

operation that writes a specified number of 16-bit words into map slot registers,

beginning with a specified register. The peripheral controller specifies the number of

map slot registers to write and the beginning register address. Note that two words are

required to load each map slot: one for the high-order register, and one for the

low-order register. To load a number of complete map slots, the beginning register

address must be even and an even number of 16-bit words must be specified. The

data word formats to be written are shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20.

V 2 Reserved (Should be zeros)

0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

INT-00659

Bits Mnemonic Field Name Contents or Function

0 V Valid page Specifies whether a page can be accessed

0 = page access enabled

1 = page access denied |

1 Z Data transfer Specifies whether data or zeros are

transferred

0 = data is transferred

1 = zeros are transferred

2-15 — — Hardware reserved; returns zeros when read,

should be written with zeros.

1 If access is attempted, a MAP validity fault condition is generated.

Figure 4-19 BMC Map Even-Numbered Register Format (High-Order Word)
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Physical page starting address

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 +11 12 13 14 15

INT-00622

Bits Mnemonic Field Name Contents or Function

0-15 _ Physical page Starting physical memory address of logical

starting address page reference for the particular map slot.

Figure 4-20 BMC Map Odd-Numbered Register Format (Low-Order Word)

End of Chapter
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Chapter 5

BMC Bus Specifications

This chapter presents functional timing characteristics and electrical specifications for

the various BMC bus functions that were previously described in Chapter 4. The

chapter also describes how to connect to and terminate the BMC bus.

Timing

The following timing diagrams, Figures S5—1 through 5-19, show the characteristic

timing for various BMC bus functions including those with specified error conditions.

The period for “SYNC_CLK in the timing diagrams is shown as 100 ns, which is the

minimum time (95 ns when margined at 55°C) BMC device controllers must be

designed to operate properly.

There are four timing specifications in the BMC facility, and they are relative to the

channel synchronization clock signal (“SYNC_CLK).

1. All signals asserted by the BMC bus controller will arrive at the device controller’s

BMC interface at least 38 ns before the next clocking edge (transistion from high

to low level) of “SYNC_CLK.

2. Any signal asserted by the device controller’s BMC interface must be asserted

within 42 ns of the clocking edge (transistion from high to low level) of

“SYNC_CLK.

3. The nonclocking edge (transistion from low to high level) of “SYNC_CLK will

occur at a time greater than +/-40 ns relative to the clocking edge (transistion from

high to low level).

4. Hold time on all signals should be 10 ns.

A device controller whose BMC interface was designed to operate with any ECLIPSE

or ECLIPSE MV/Family computer will in most cases operate with another ECLIPSE

MV/Family computer system.
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—* 100ns — See Note 3—>

BMCRn \ / -

READY / \ ‘

BMCA<0-21,PAR>. ————S Gress 7 —Ar- — — —
(See Note 1) | | | | | |

Ch | —_ Control eee a eC ee

control lines —if—
(See Note 2) | | | | |

SATA \ /

—~ j\f-— —BMCD<0-15, PAR> — Word 1 \ Word 2k Word 3h Word 4)—

<— Data from device controller —

Notes: 1. Address on 4-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2. Channel control lines consist of the following

signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Time required for BMC bus controller to access
memory and store 4 words.

INT-00661

Figure 5-1 Data Input (1 Request, 4 Words, No Errors)
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—TM 100 ns ——

Ea eee

SYNC_CLK

BMCRn LLY

READY / \

BMCA<0-21, PAR> 
—_—_ —_—_- —_—

ie ---—control lines word
(See Note) | |

ADDR_ERROR \_ of

Note: Channel control lines consist of the following
signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND INT-00662

Figure 5-2 Address Parity Error (Input or Output)
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—r 100 ns <— — See Note 3—*

— pe
SYNC_CLK aE

BMCRn \ Uf

READY f- \ 7

BMCA<0-21,PAR> SCN SS —\f—
(See Note 1) | | | | | |

Ch | —_— — Control an 
es

control lines —Af—
(See Note 2) | | | | |

DATA \ |
| | : |

BMCD<0-15,PAR> iw — wore | } Word 2
|

Word 3 \ Word 4)— \—- — -—

j<— Data from device controller —>

| |

DATA_ERROR \_ of

Notes: 1. Address on 4-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2, Channel control lines consist of the following
signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Time required for BMC bus controller to access
memory and store 4 words. INT-00663

Figure 5-3 Data Input (1 Request, 4 Words, Data Parity Error)
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—TM 100ns ~—

SYNC_CLK |

BMCRn Lf

READY / \

BMCA<0-21, PAR>

(See Note 1) | | | | |

Channel —_ —— ae eee eee
contro! lines word

(See Note 2) | | | |

DATA \ /
| | | |

BMCD<0-15, PAR> — word 1} Word 2} Word 3 >— —_ ——
—>| Data from device controller <—

ADDR_ERROR LL!

Notes: 1. Address on 2-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2. Channel control lines consist of the following
signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Data is not stored in memory.

INT-O00664

Figure 5-4 Data Input (1 Request, 4 Words, Protected Memory Error)
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Request Request |
BMCRn, n1 \ n \_on \{

READY \_, __| L_, {—_—_—

ee oeBMCA<0-21, PAR> n ni

(See Note 1) | | | | | | | | | | | |

n,, —— iy ------ — Gq) —----- 1control lines word n word n1

See Noe Pot ot roto tot| _

— \ pr [~

—_—— HX word 1 hor 2 {Word a word s}— 4f— —_— Word 1 {Word 24AWord 3 AWord s)— ate —
BMCD<0-15, PAR>

+ Data from device controller n le Data from device controller n1 Ie

Notes: 1, Both addresses on 4-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2. Channel control lines consist of the following

signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Time required for BMC bus controller to access

memory and store 4 words.

Figure 5-5 Data Input (2 Requests, 4 Words Each, No Errors)
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SYNC_CLK

BMCRn

READY

BMCA<0-21, PAR>

(See Note 1)

Channel

control lines

(See Note 2)

DATA

BMCD<0-15, PAR>

—* 100 ns <— é— See Note 3-—*>

_ |

|g

a

Vy

— = eer)

—_—. —_ Control meee eee ee ein

a :

\
—! Te '——

| | | | |

—_—— oo oe UT TT o-oo ~ Word 1 \ Word 2k Word 3 \ Word 4)— _—

kK— Data to device controller —

Notes: 1. Address on 4-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2. Channel control lines consist of the following

signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Time required for BMC bus controller to access
memory and retrieve 4 words.

INT-O00666

014-001856

Figure 5-6 Data Output (1 Request, 4 Words, No Errors)
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—> 100ns s— mé— See Note 3 —>

(

; wot

BMCRn \ j

| | y | | | |

READY / \
| | | | | |

BMCA<0-21,PAR>—tTM” we
(See Note 1) | | | | | |

Channel —_ Control — OO eee—esS—eseseeeeseses—=stetse

control lines tf —
(See Note 2) | | | |

SATA ‘| /

BMCD<0-15, PAR> © =———~—— —f— Coif 2) —>S ——
~<— Data to device controller

f

ADDR_ERROR \_/

Notes: 1. Address on 2-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2, Channel control lines consist of the following
signals from the device controller:

—!£ Ts

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Memory is not accessed for words 3 and 4.
INT-00667

Figure 5-7 Data Output (1 Request, 4 Words, Protected Memory Error)
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the ke fesoe note 2 Le soe note oe

Reques Request |

BMCRn, n1 n nye

ee
4g

READY | \__ |

maenm ~ fem = = = GaBMCA<0-21, PAR>

—! =p,

ww —P,

one — Polo dob bo Potot tt

ot, ~~) —- ~~~ ~~~} # ------- -contro! lines word word

(See Note 2) | | | | | | | | | | | |

= | "—\ [~

Orr wore *]Word 2]Word 3 ]Word sh — — — -}- {werd 1[Word 2} Word 3[Word }—
BMCD<0-15, PAR>

> Data to device controller n <- * Data to device controller n1 le

Notes: 1. Both addresses on 4-—word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2. Channel control lines consist of the following

signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Time required for BMC bus controller to access
memory and retrieve 4 words.

Figure 5-8 Data Output (2 Requests, ¢ Words Each, No Errors)
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“afore a] nes fe af eos fe

N farm,

Reques Request | "

BMCRhn, n1 n nly

| | xs | | en | ot | | | a

READY |

ee eeBMCA<0-21, PAR>

(See Note 1) | | | | | | | | | | | | |

ow, ~~ Gy He ~~~ -- ~~ -------++ ~~
control lines word word

(See Note 2) | fo oto cE UE bot EE

sam \ \ [
I ot ft to rot Fo oto

BMCD<0-15, PAR> —- FT TT Word 1 }word 2} word 3}Word 4 — wore ‘}word 2}Word 3,Word 4 4----

< > Data from device controller n1 le> Data to device controller n

Notes: 1, Both addresses on 4-word boundary (2 LSBs = 00)

2. Channel control lines consist of the following

signals from the device controller:

BMC DATA IN

WCNT<0-7>

BMC ENB PAR

BMC MAP

EXTEND

3. Time required for BMC bus controller to access
memory and retrieve 4 words.

Figure 5-9 Two Requests (lst Output; 2nd Input, 4 Words Each, No Errors)
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Signal Levels

All of the signals on the ECLIPSE BMC bus are digital transistor—transistor logic

signals and thus have two electrical states. As shown in Figure 5-10, any voltage

between 0 and +0.7 volts is considered low while any voltage greater than +2.0 volts is

considered high. The normal voltage for low is 0.5 volt. The normal voltage for high

ranges from +2.7 to +3 volts. The relation between the electrical level of a signal and

its logical value depends on the particular signal in question. In the following figures,

signals that are asserted when low are identified by a bar over the signal name (for

example, CLR as explained in the Preface of this manual.

ae ot a” 2% oh of < 0% of oe’ o% a’ “. o% of 2 . OV

indeterminate ;
S ee x oe we 2 v 7 a eS eS - as we we %. 0 . 7V

Bus low < Yee fF ee eeoe of os ote o% o% o% of of of act 3% . o OV

INT-00670

Figure 5-10 Bus Electrical Levels

Electrical Specifications

The BMC bus will support one receiver and one driver per bus signal for up to eight

BMC device controllers. The receiver can be a Schottky or other TTL load; but it

must not be the high capacity PNP input type. The driver must be an open collector

type and must be capable of sinking at least 64 ma at 0.5 volts.

Follow the suggestions listed below when designing a device controller that connects to

the BMC bus:

® Keep all BMC bus signals very short. That is, locate the receivers, drivers, and

bus terminators for BMC bus signals physically close to the printed circuit boards

(PCBs) front edge J-connectors where the signals connect to the the BMC bus

ribbon cables.

@ Lay out all BMC bus signal etch to minimize capacitance and crosstalk.

® Use only one receiver for each signal. That is, if a signal is used at more than one

point on a single board or device controller interface assembly, that board should

nevertheless cause only one load on the bus for that signal.

@ Treat these signals as transmission lines; their physical as well as electrical

characteristics are important.

@ Consider the effect on signal delays and pulse widths caused by bus receivers,

transmitters, repeaters, and filters.
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BMC Bus Connections and Termination

The BMC bus signals are carried by two flat-ribbon cables that connect the BMC bus

to device controllers that use the BMC facility. These cables originate from two

40-pin connectors on the front edge of the printed circuit board containing the BMC

bus controller and daisy chain through two 40-pin connectors on the front edge of

each device controller connected to a specific BMC bus controller. The BMC bus

must be terminated at the device controller that is farthest from the BMC bus

controller on the chain.

BMC Bus Connectors

Figure 5-11 shows the pin layout of the two 40-pin front edge connectors used to

connect the BMC bus to the device controller printed circuit board.

BMC Bus Termination

All BMC bus bidirectional signals and signals received by the device controllers must

be terminated by the device controller located at the end of the BMC bus farthest

from the BMC bus controller. The following signals must be terminated:

“SYNC_CLK

*BMCR<0-7>

“READY

“DATA

“ADDR_ERROR

“DATA_ERROR

“BMC_DATA<0-15>

“BMC_DPAR

Bus termination can be accomplished by generating a +3 volt mass termination bus on

each device controller that contains a BMC interface and connecting the termination

bus to a third 40-pin front-edge J-connector. Each BMC bus signal that requires

termination is also connected through a 150 ohm resistor to the same J-—connector.

Then a 40-pin plug can be wired that connects all of the BMC bus signals that are to

be terminated to the +3 volt termination bus. This plug would then be installed only

on the front-edge J-—connector of the device controller that is located farthest from

the BMC bus controller on the BMC bus. Data General Corporation makes available

a 40-pin plug for this purpose that connects all odd-numbered pins and all

even-numbered pins together (DGC part number 005-013419).

An alternative method of terminating the BMC bus can be accomplished by

connecting each BMC bus signal that must be terminated by a jumper through a 150

ohm resistor to the +3 volt termination bus. The jumpers would then be installed only

on the device controller that is located farthest from the BMC bus controller on the

BMC bus.
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J1 Connector

014-001856

Pin Signal Signal Pin

1 GND BMCRO 2

3 BMCRI1 BMC_DATAS3 4

5 BMCR2 GND 6

7 BMCR3 BMC_DATA2 8

9 BMCR4 BMC _DATAQ9 10

11 BMCRS5 GND 12

13 BMCR6 BMC_DATA8 14

15 BMCR7 BMC_DATA1 16

17 BMC_DATA7 GND 18

19 BMC_DATA11 BMC_DATA4 20

21 BMC_DATA10 BMC_DATAS 22

23 BMC_DATA6 GND 24

25 BMC_DPAR BMC_DATAO 26

27 DATA_ERROR GND 28

29 ADDR_ERROR GND 30

31 SYNC_CLK GND 32

33 DATA GND 34

35 BMC_DATA15 GND 36

37 READY BMC _DATA14 | 38

39 BMC_DATA12 BMC_DATA13 | 40

J4 Connector

Pin Signal Signal Pin

1 GND BMC_ADDR2 2

3 BMC_ADDRS5 BMC_ADDRI1 4

5 BMC_ADDR6 GND 6

7 BMC_ADDR8 BMC_ADDR3 8

9 BMC_ADDR7 BMC_ADDR4 10

11 WCNT4 EXTEND 12

13 WCNT5 BMC_DATA_IN | 14

15 WCNT6 BMC_ADDRO 16

17 WCNT7 GND 18

19 BMC_ADDR12 BMC_MAP 20

21 BMC_ADDR11 BMC_ENAB PAR] 22

23 BMC_ADDR10 GND 24

25 BMC_ADDR9 BMC_APAR 26

27 BMC_ADDR17 WCNT1 28

29 BMC_ADDR18 GND 30

31 BMC_ADDR20 WCNT2 32

33 BMC_ADDR19 WCNT3 34

35 BMC_ADDR16 GND 36

37 BMC_ADDR15 WCNTO 38

39 BMC_ADDR14 BMC_ADDR13 ; 40

INT-00575

Figure 5-11 BMC Bus Connector Pin Layout

End of Chapter
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Chapter 6

Device Connections and Connectors

This chapter describes how to connect device controllers in an ECLIPSE MV/Family

computer chassis to adapters and devices outside the chassis and how to install

internal and external I/O cables.

Cables and Connections

Device controllers must be connected both to the I/O bus and to the device it

controls. In addition, device controllers that interface to the BMC bus must also

connect to that bus.

The I/O bus transfers command and status information and data between the I/O bus

controller and the device controller. The information or data that is transferred can

originate at the central processor unit, memory, or the device controller. The I/O bus

signals are carried by the etching on the chassis’ printed circuit backpanel

(backplane). The ECLIPSE I/O bus can be connected to an expansion chassis when

system configurations require expansion capability. A bus repeater printed circuit

board is required when you connect the I/O bus to an expansion chassis. The I/O

~ bus signals are terminated by resistor networks solder-mounted on the chassis’

backpanel.

The BMC bus transfers data between the BMC bus controller and device controllers.

The data that is transferred can originate at the memory or the device controller.

The BMC bus signals are carried by two flat-ribbon cables that connect the BMC bus

controller to device controllers that use the BMC facility. These cables originate from

two 40-—pin connectors on the front edge of the board containing the BMC bus

controller and daisy chain through two 40-pin connectors on the front edge of each

device controller connected to a specific BMC bus controller. The BMC bus chain

must be terminated at the device controller that is farthest from the BMC bus

controller on the chain.

The device controller connects to a device or an adapter through a series of cables

and connectors. These connections are made in two parts: first through an internal

cable, and then through an external (or device) cable. The internal cable brings the

signals from the device controller to the rear connector panel. The external cable

takes the device signals from the connector panel directly to the device or, in some

cases, to a connection junction box and then to the device(s).

There are several styles of internal device cables. These cables have one or two

100-pin backpanel connectors on one end that push onto pins of the backpanel.

These pins are extensions of the contacts in the two 100-pin female edge connectors

into which the device controller printed circuit board is inserted. The other end of

the internal device cables have 1, 2, or 4 sub-D connectors that fasten to the rear

connector panel of the chassis. The sub-D connectors have 25, 37, or 50 pins. The

sub~D connectors of internal device cables interconnect with sub-D connectors .at one

end of external device cables. Figure 6-1 shows a typical internal device cable. (See
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the section “Cabling to User Designed and Built Interfaces” later in this chapter for a

list of internal device cables available from Data General Corporation.)

EN

34

25-, 37-, or 50-pin

Sub-D connectors

INT-03266

Figure 6-1 Typical Internal Device Cable

The external device cable is typically a multiwire round (or bundled) cable. This cable

directly connects to the device (for example, a disk subsystem). One end of external

device cables contains a sub-D connector that interconnects with the internal device

cable at the chassis’ rear connector panel; the other end contains the appropriate

connector for the device or adapter.

Backpanel Connections

Input/output connections are made to a device controller board in an ECLIPSE

chassis via pins on the backpanel. These pins are extensions of the contacts in the

two 100-pin female edge connectors into which the device controller printed circuit

board is inserted. The pins in each connector are arranged in two rows of 50 pins

each, one row making contact with fingers on the component side of the board and

the other row making contact with fingers on the opposite side of the board.

Backpanel pins within a slot are designated by a letter indicating one of the two

female edge connectors and a two-digit, decimal number indicating the position of the

pin within the connector. The letters A and B designate the female connectors. The

odd-numbered pins make contact with the component side of the board, and the

even-numbered pins with the opposite side.

I/O Bus Connections

The I/O bus carries signals that contain very high frequency components in their rising

and falling edges. Any cable carrying these signals must be treated as a

high-frequency transmission line. Within the computer chassis itself, the I/O bus is

carried via etching on the backpanel; and line lengths are short enough so that the

propagation times are low compared to the rise time of the signals. If it is necessary

to bring the I/O bus out of the chassis via a cable, then line lengths are extended so

that reflections, settling times, and crosstalk become significant problems.

Whenever possible, a device controller should be inserted within the main or

expansion chassis. The next two chapters describe prefabricated boards available from

Data General Corporation that allow the user to design and build custom device

controllers that insert into the chassis. When the device controller must be mounted

outside these chassis, however, it should be connected to the I/O bus via the 95 ohm,
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twisted pair I/O bus cable sold by Data General Corporation. The total length of the

I/O bus must never exceed 50 feet, including etching and wires within chassis.

/O Bus Connections Within a Chassis

Minimal I/O bus cabling is required when a device controller is installed in an

ECLIPSE chassis because most I/O bus signals are carried to every slot available for

I/O device controllers via etching on the backpanel. Some connections, however, may

be required to maintain the integrity of the bus priority signals “INTP and *DCHP.

The bus priority signals “INTP and “DCHP are chained from one device controller to

the next, and jumpers are required to carry these signals across any unused

input/output printed circuit board slot or user—designed and built board that does not

properly pass these signals along the bus. (See Chapter 7 for bus priority signal

details.) The signal “INTP is jumpered across a slot by connecting pins A95 and A96

of that slot. The signal ~DCHP is jumpered across a slot by connecting pins A93 and

A94 of that slot.

/O Bus Connections Outside a Chassis

Device controllers that are not mounted in an ECLIPSE system chassis must be

connected to the I/O bus by an internal and external I/O bus cable in the same

fashion as device controllers connect to devices. For detail see the preceding sections

in this chapter. Figure 6-2 shows which backpanel pins are used to connect to the

I/O bus.

Cabling to an Adapter or Device

A device controller inserted in the ECLIPSE chassis connects to an adapter or device

outside the chassis by an internal device cable and an external device cable. The

internal device cable connects pins in one slot on the backpanel with pins in a sub-—D

connector that mounts on the rear connector panel of the chassis. One end of the

external device cable is then plugged into that sub-D connector, and the other end is

plugged into the adapter or device. Figure 6-2 shows which backpanel pins are used

to connect to the I/O bus and which pins are available to connect to external devices

or adapters.

Cabling to User-Designed and Built Interfaces

When an internal device cable must be installed for a user—designed interface, it is

recommended that one of the cables listed in Table 6-1 be used. These cables are

general-purpose, internal device cables. The cables are compatible with many

standard Data General Corporation interfaces but they can also be used for

user—designed interfaces. They are supplied with 100-pin backpanel connector(s) and

sub-D connector(s) as specified in the table. The correlation between backpanel pins

and sub-D connector pins for these cables can be found in the engineering drawing

specified in the table.
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A Connector B Connector

Pin Signal Signal Pin

2 GND GND 1

4 +5V +5V 3

6 -5V User 5

8 User User 7

10 Reserved User 9

12 User User 11

14 Reserved User 13

16 User User 15

18 User User 17

20 User User 19

22 User User 21

24 User User 23

26 User User 25

28 User User 27

30 User User 29

32 User User 31

34 GND User 33

36 User User 35

38 MSKO User 37

40 INTA User 39

42 DATIB User 41

44 DATIA User 43

46 DS3 User 45
48 DATOC User 47

50 CLR User 49

52 STRT User 51

54 DATIC User 53

56 DATOB User 55

58 DATOA User 7

60 DCHA User 59

62 DS4 User 61

64 DOSS User 63

66 DS2 User 65

68 DS1 User 67
70 lORST User 69

72 DSO User 71

74 IOPLS User 73

76 User User 75

78 User User 77

80 SELD User 79

82 SELB User 81

84 User User 83

86 User User 85

88 User User 87

90 User User 89

92 User User 91

94 DCHPIN DCHPOUT 93

96 INTPIN INTPOUT 95

98 +5V +5V 97

100 GND GND 99

Pin Signal Signal Pin

2 GND GND 1

4 +5V +5V 3

6 User User 5

8 Reserved Reserved 7

10 Reserved Reserved 9

12 User User 11

14 User User 13

16 User User 15

18 User DCHMO 17

20 User User 19

22 User PWRFAIL 21

24 User User 23

26 User User 25

28 User User 27

30 User INTR 29

32 User User 31

34 User DCHO 33

36 User DCHR 35

38 User DCHI 37

40 User PWROK 39

42 User RQENB 41

44 User User 43

46 User User 45

48 User User 47

50 User User 49

52 User User 51

54 User User 53

56 DATA14 DATA7 55

58 DATA11 DATAS5 57

60 DATA8 DATA12 59

62 DATAO DATA4 61

64 DATA13 DATAQ 63

66 DATA15 DATA1 65

68 User User 67
70 User User 69

72 User User 71

74 EXTDCH DATA3 73

76 User DATA10 75

78 User User 77

80 User User 79

82 DATA2 -5V 81

84 User User 83

86 User User 85

88 +12V +12V 87

90 +12V GND 89

92 GND Reserved 91

94 GND Reserved 93

96 Reserved DATA6 95

98 +5V +5V 97

100 GND GND 99

INT-0067 1

Figure 6-2. Input/Output Backpanel Connector Layout (Viewed from Pin Side)
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Table 6-1 General-Purpose Internal Device Cables

DGC Part Reference Description

Number Drawing

005-018382 001-003197 Contains two 100-pin backpanel connectors and one

50-pin sub-D connector

005-018631 001-003204 Contains two 100-pin backpanel connectors and two

50-pin sub-D connectors

005-019499 001-003321 Contains one 100-pin backpanel connector and one

50-pin sub-D connector

005-018500 001-003320 Contains one 100-pin backpanel connector and one

50-pin sub-D connector

005-020307 001-003660 Contains two 100-pin backpanel connectors and two

50-pin sub-D connectors

End of Chapter
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Chapter 7

Device Controller Boards

Device controller printed circuit boards designed by the user must meet certain

specifications to be installed in the ECLIPSE MV/Family computer and expansion

chassis. Controller circuit boards can be completely fabricated by the user. And Data

General Corporation also makes available three types of boards that will aid the user

in constructing custom device controller boards. One type of board available, a

general-purpose wiring board, requires the user to design and build the entire

controller circuitry. Information on these boards is found in this chapter.

The second type of board available, a general-purpose I/O interface board, provides

designed and built basic I/O bus interface circuitry; the user only designs and builds

the necessary controller circuitry. The user—designed circuitry is built on available

space on the board and connected to the existing I/O bus interface circuitry with

wiring. This board performs data transfers using the programmed I/O and data

channel facilities of the host computer system. Information on the general-purpose

I/O interface board can be found in the next chapter.

The third type of board available, a high-speed, general-purpose BMC/DCH interface

board, provides a completely fabricated board that interfaces to the I/O bus and the

BMC bus. This board makes available several general-purpose input and output

signal lines for user definition. The board performs data transfers using the

programmed I/O, data channel, or burst multiplexor channel facilities of the ECLIPSE

MV/Family computer systems. Data transfers using either the data channel or burst

multiplexor channel are program selectable. Information on the Model 5400GP

General-Purpose BMC/DCH Interface can be obtained by contacting Data General

Corporation’s Special Systems Group.

Printed Circuit Board Specifications

The ECLIPSE computer and expansion chassis impose certain restrictions on the

dimensions, vertical clearances, power consumption and heat dissipation of device

controller printed circuit boards that can be installed in them.

Dimensions

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show the dimensions of printed circuit boards that can be

installed into ECLIPSE MV/Family computers and expansion chassis.
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Figure 7-1 |= Mechanical Dimensions
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Clearances

The clearance between circuit boards in an ECLIPSE MV/Family computer or

expansion chassis, or between a circuit board and either the top of the chassis (for

horizontally inserted boards) or the side of the chassis (for vertically inserted boards)

is 0.375 inches. To maintain installation compatibility with other boards in the

chassis, components must be mounted only on the top surface of the board.

Components must not project more than 0.312 inches above the board, and no

protrusion below the board may be greater than 0.062 inches. In general, a board

should be constructed with a low profile so that air flow is restricted as little as

possible.

Power Requirements

Device controller boards installed in an ECLIPSE MV/Family computer chassis or

expansion chassis receive dc power, through the pins of their backpanel (backplane)

edge connectors, from the chassis dc power supply. This immediately presents two

considerations for the designer. The first is the capacity of the dc power supply, and

the second is the quality of the voltages supplied. Power supply capacities and

backpanel print numbers can be found in the appropriate ECLIPSE computer

hardware configuration guide.

NOTE: It is important that a device controller board added to a computer or

expansion chassis not overload the dc power supply of that chassis. Thus, the

designer should know what the capacity of the machine is and design

accordingly. Note that the capacity here is the total capacity of the dc

power supply minus the load from all the boards already installed in the

chassis.

The ECLIPSE computer chassis provides +5 V dc, +12 V dc, and -5 V dc to the I/O

board slots of the backpanel. Installation data sheets, provided with each chassis,

contain the dc capacities of the chassis as well as the current draw on the dc supplies

by various circuit boards. The designer should use this information to calculate the

actual capacity of the computer system. Current draw for the various circuit boards

can also be found in the appropriate ECLIPSE computer hardware configuration

guide; however, the appropriate installation data sheets may be more up-to-date than

the reference manuals.

If there is insufficient capacity to drive the planned device controller board, you may

wish to configure the system somewhat differently. The following are some possibilities:

@ If possible, add an additional power regulator board to the ECLIPSE computer

system where power configuration is below maximum (possible in some ECLIPSE

computer systems).

@ Use an expansion chassis for the planned device controller board or other device

controller boards.

@ Build most (or all) of the controller board in its own chassis, with its own power

supply, especially if the planned device controller board is fairly large.

In addition to power supply capacity, the device controller board designer may need

to be concerned with the quality of the available voltage. A characteristic of TTL

logic is the tendency to superimpose switching transients and other noise on the power

supply line. This noise may be particularly troublesome to analog circuitry, especially

where, for instance, high-gain amplifiers are being used to deal with low-level signals.
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If power supply noise is a problem, it may be desirable to isolate the device

controller circuitry from the supply either by incorporating additional regulation on the

controller assembly or by using a dc/dc converter.

Heat Dissipation of Device Controller Boards

The problem of heat dissipation has two facets. The first, a local effect, is the way in

which the heat produced by hot components will affect nearby components; the

second is the degree to which the heat produced by a device controller board

assembly will raise the ambient temperature of adjacent boards in the chassis. Both of

these considerations involve analyses that will be discussed only in the most basic

terms here; but they are mentioned so that the designer will remain aware of possible

restrictions.

The principal problem involved with localized heating is caused by concentrated high

dissipation devices that create hot spots. Every ECLIPSE MV/Family computer and

expansion chassis includes fans for forced air movement over the boards. Sufficient

air moves past the heat-producing components to Keep the air temperature rise within

reason, thereby partially limiting the temperature level. Spreading the heat source

over a wider area will improve the heat transfer across the board. Whenever possible,

heat sensitive circuits and components should be mounted as far as possible from

high-temperature components.

Effects on internal temperature rise can be minimized principally by limiting the total

heat dissipation of the device controller board. If excessive heat is dissipated on the

board, the result will be a rise in the ambient temperature for nearby boards. Take

care that the profile of the board is low enough not to interfere with the air flow

across the board. In general, if the total dissipation of a device controller board is

less than 50 watts, there will be no problem of overheating other boards.

Prefabricated Wiring Boards

To aid the designer in constructing custom device controller assemblies, Data General

makes available two series of wiring boards. These are particularly useful for building

limited quantities of a special device controller; that is, where it would be

economically unsuitable to lay out and etch a printed circuit board. The 1000- and

1020-series general-purpose wiring boards are blank component boards that allow the

designer great flexibility in the design configuration.

1000 Series General-Purpose Wiring Boards

The 1000 series wiring board, shown in Figure 7-3, is a package consisting of a

15-inch square wiring frame with edge connectors (type 1001) on which wiring

module boards can be mounted. This frame has two 100-pin edge connectors with

solder pads, which are compatible with the female backpanel edge connectors. There

is space on the frame for up to eight 6.5-inch x 3.25-inch wiring modules. The

wiring modules themselves are available in three varieties:

@ The 1002 is a basic module board with hole patterns for twelve 14- or 16-pin dual

in-line integrated circuits (ICs). Discrete components can also be mounted in

these holes. Solder pads are provided for the larger 24- and 36-pin ICs, but the

holes are not predrilled through the module board and the solder pads.
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Interconnections on the 1002 module board are made by soldering interconnecting

wires or #30 AWG insulated solid wire to solder pads provided for each integrated

circuit terminal.

® The 1003 module board is the same as the 1002 board except that it provides

wire-wrap pins for the interconnecting wires, as shown in Figure 7-4.

® The 1004 module board is the same as the 1003 board except that, in addition to

the wire-wrap pins that are provided, twelve 16-pin, low-profile sockets are also

provided for added convenience in mounting dual in-line ICs.

4, Si
Seal is @
¥
x

Pi Set et Test eeepc gre re

INT~03269

Figure 7-3 1000 Series Wiring Board

INT-03270

Figure 7-4 1000 Series Module Board Hole Pattern

There is a protective cover, type 1014, that fits over the 1001 wiring frame.
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1020 Series General-Purpose Wiring Boards

The 1020 series wiring boards, shown in Figure 7-5, are 15-inch square printed

circuit boards with a hole pattern for 14-, 16-, 24-, and 36-pin integrated circuits, as

well as discrete components. The board has two 100-pin edge connectors, which are

compatible with the chassis female backpanel connectors, and includes etched buses

for dc power and ground throughout the board, including decoupling capacitors.

This series of wiring boards can hold 155 14- or 16-pin dual in-line IC packages. A

pair of 24-pin packages replaces three 14- or 16-pin packages, while each 36-pin

package replaces two 14- or 16-pin packages. This series of wiring boards is available

in three varieties:

@ The 1021 board, on which interconnections are made by soldering interconnecting

wires or #30 AWG insulated solid wire to solder pads provided for each IC

terminal.

@ The 1022 board is the same as the 1021 board except that it provides wire—wrap

pins for the interconnecting wires.

@® The 1023 board is the same as the 1022 board except that, in addition to the

wire-—wrap pins, 155 16-pin, low-profile sockets provide added convenience in

mounting dual in-line ICs.

There is a protective cover, type 1024, that fits over the 1020 series wiring boards.

= INT-03271

Figure 7-5 1020 Series Wiring Board

End of Chapter
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Chapter 8

Model 4040A General-Purpose

/O Interface Board

The Model 4040A General-Purpose I/O Interface is a 15-inch, square printed-circuit

board that provides basic I/O bus interface circuitry on approximately half the board,

while the remainder of the board provides drilled hole patterns for a variety of

integrated circuit chips as well as for discrete components.

Functionally, the board design accommodates a variety of interface applications. As

shown in Figure 8-1, the existing circuitry provides the interface to the ECLIPSE I/O

bus and the unpopulated area of the board, allowing for the custom design of

peripheral controller circuitry for interfacing with specific peripheral devices.

Additionally, the board features:

@ Two edge connectors, A and B, that plug into I/O slot female connectors of the

computer or expansion chassis backpanel. (The odd numbered pins of the A and

B connectors are located on the component side of the board; the even numbered

pins are located on the opposite side.) (See Figure 8-2.)

@ Two 78-pin, wire-wrap arrays, J5 and J6, used by the designer to connect the

custom-designed circuitry to the basic I/O bus interface logic.

@ Four 40-pin connectors with corresponding wire-wrap arrays — Ji, J2, J3, and J4

— to be used at the designer’s discretion.
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INT-00672

Figure 8-1 Model 4040A Printed Circuit Board Layout
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Figure 8-2 Model 4040A Printed Circuit Board Features

Functional Description

The following description concerns only the existing I/O bus interface circuitry on the

board. Essentially, the functions of the circuitry can be categorized under three basic

groupings: I/O bus interface control, data handling, and data channel control. A

description for these functional groups and their interaction is provided in the

following sections.

Interface Control

The interface control circuits provide device select decoding, I/O control signal gating,

Busy and Done flagging, as well as interrupt request and interrupt priority functions.

Device Select

The CPU selects the desired peripheral interface by including a specific device code

within the programmed I/O instruction. This code is asserted on the I/O device select

lines (‘DS<0-5>) and is compared with switch settings on the Model 4040A board

(Figure 8-3). When the code matches the switch settings, a ~PDEVCODE signal

derived from a primary, even-numbered octal code (for example, 22g) or a
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“SDEVCODE signal derived from a secondary, odd-numbered octal code (for

example, 23g, as the case may be, will be asserted to the peripheral controller portion

of the board).

Note that *DS5 is not switch selectable; thus the controller circuitry must be designed

to respond to either one or both of the primary and secondary device code signals.

Assertion of the ~PDEVCODE signal or JS-17 (can be wired to *SDEVCODE) also

places the condition of the board’s Done and Busy flags onto the respective “SELD

and “SELB lines of the I/O bus.

In the case of a CPU response to an interrupt request, assertion of the Interrupt

Acknowledge signal (INTA) causes the device select switches, for the highest priority

interface requesting interrupt service, to be transferred to the CPU on the I/O bus

data lines ~DATA<10-15>.

I/O Control Signals

Various I/O control signals from the I/O bus are gated through the I/O bus interface

(Figure 8-3) to the peripheral controller portion of the board by assertion of the

“PDEVCODE signal or of JS-18 (which can be wired to “SDEVCODE). Some of

these I/O control signals are also used by the I/O bus interface circuitry.

Busy and Done Flags

The Busy and Done flags are used to provide status information to the CPU regarding

operation of the peripheral device. In general, the Busy flag indicates that the

peripheral device is busy and unable to respond to a CPU command, and the Done

flag signifies that the peripheral has completed a task and is ready for a new

command from the CPU. Figure 8-4 shows the Busy and Done circuitry.

The Busy flag is set by either a Start (“START) pulse from the CPU or a command

from the peripheral controller, on J5-27 (also resets the Done flag). The Busy flag

resets when the Done flag sets. It is also reset by a Clear (“CLEAR) or JO Reset

(‘IORESET) from the CPU.

The Done flag is set by either a direct setting with assertion of the J5-36 by the

peripheral controller or by clocking from the peripheral controller on the J5—31 line in

conjunction with the Busy flag set. (Clock setting from the device controller when the

Busy flag is set can be disabled by a low assertion of the J5—4 line.) The Done flag

resets by either a Start (“START) pulse from the CPU or a command from the

peripheral controller, on J5—27 (when the Busy flag sets). It is also reset by a Clear

(“CLEAR) or JO Reset (‘IORESET) from the CPU.

A CPU programmed I/O instruction can test the condition of either flag by asserting

the primary device code for the interface (the secondary device code can be used by

wiring J5-6 to J5-17). Alternatively, the peripheral controller can be wired to

accomplish the same thing by asserting J5-17.
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Figure 8-3 Device Selection and I/O Control Signals
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J5-27

J5-4

START ° } > J5-20
Ss BUSY

CT D Q

BUSY
FF

(2A6)

T7198 , OT J5-31

DONE J5-25

> J5-28

PDEVCODE (2A5)
(2A5) r /

(2B5)

SELD oA80 |

SELB o-Abe
J5-17

INT-00675

Figure 8-4 Model 4040A Busy and Done Circuitry

Interrupt Control

The peripheral controller signifies its readiness to communicate with the CPU by

setting the Done flag. When the Done flag is set, the next assertion of the I/O bus

controller-generated “~RQENB signal causes the Interrupt Request flip-flop to set as

shown in Figure 8-5. This in turn, asserts an Interrupt Request signal (“INTR) to the

CPU. Note that, with the Interrupt Request flip-flop set, the interrupt priority chain

is broken. This inhibits the “~INTPOUT signal to I/O interfaces farther from the I/O

bus controller on the I/O bus.

When the I/O bus controller responds to the interrupt request with an Interrupt

Acknowledge (INTA) signal and the Model 4040A interface is the highest priority

interface requesting interrupt service (INTREQ and INTPIN signals), the I/O bus

interface asserts its device code on the ~DATA<10-15> signal lines. Note that the

least significant bit of the device code must be jumpered when the secondary device

code (odd-numbered) is used.

The CPU can selectively inhibit interrupts on any of the interface boards by asserting

the “~*MSKO command along with the mask-out bit pattern on the I/O bus data lines
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(“DATA<0-15>. In this case, assertion of the mask—out bit must be felt- at J5-3,

which in turn causes the Interrupt Disable flip-flop to set when clocked by the

“MSKO signal. While the Interrupt Disable flip-flop is set, the Interrupt Request

flip-flop cannot be set.

J5-3

DONE—— INTREQ
pd Sa (2D6) 1p Se > J5-10

Interrupt } Interrupt

Disable Request J5-47
FF FF

(2C6) (2D6)

MSKO—c , @ RQENB——jc , @ (2D3) b-
S

nest ——_lORESET _]
(2D5)

— B29
INTR °

AQ96

INTPIN ©

— ARS

INTPOUT °

INT-00676

Figure 8-5 Model 4040A Interrupt Control Circuitry

Data Handling

The data handling circuits, shown in Figure 8-6, provide the data path between the
ECLIPSE I/O bus and the peripheral controller logic. They also provide the memory

addressing and word count facilities for data channel operation.

The data handling circuits provide facilities for both serial and parallel transfer of data

or the conversions of serial to parallel and parallel to serial. Input gates 1A7 through

1D7 provide the parallel transfer from the J5/J6 connectors to the I/O bus.

Conversely, inverters 1A6-1D6 provide the parallel transfer from the I/O bus to the

J6 connector. Serial transfers of data occur using either shift registers 3A6-3D6 and

input gates 1A7-1D7 (from peripheral controller to I/O bus) or inverters 1A6-1D6

and shift registers 3A3-3D3 (from I/O bus to peripheral controller). Additionally, the

shift registers may be used to provide the serial/parallel conversions on data received

from the peripheral controller and returned again to the peripheral controller. When

performing serial operations, shift left moves bits from bit position 15 towards bit

position 0; shift right moves bits in the opposite direction.

The data handling circuits also incorporate two counters, the data channel Word

Counter (5A6 through 5D6) and Address Counter (5A3 through 5D3) that are used

during data channel operations.
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J5-60
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J6-76

J5-45 or J5-46

J5-70

J6-—44

J5-69
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J6-75

J6-74

Word count

data

JE (See

Table 8-12)

J6-78

J6-77

J5-12

J5-19 or J5-24

J6-9

J6-63

Output data

J6 (See

Table 8-10)

J6-15

J6-32

J5-53

J5-13 or J5-15

J5-50

J6-—4

Input data

J5,J6 (See

Table 8-11)

J6-1

J6-2

input data

J5,J6 (See

Table 8-7)

J6-41 or J6-42

INT-00677

Figure 8-6 Model 4040A Data Handling Circuitry

Data Channel Control

The data channel control circuits, shown in Figure 8-7, provide the various control

functions required for data channel operation between memory and the interfacing

peripheral controller. These functions include data channel request, priority, data

transfer mode select, input data transfer, and output data transfer.
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J6-48

J5-40
1/J5-62

J5-43

DCHSYNC 3542

J5-32

J5-44

J5-33

J5-35

J5-34

J6-47

J5-30

J5-29

INT-00678

Figure 8-7 Model 4040A Data Channel Control Circuitry

The peripheral controller initiates a data channel request by setting the DCH Sync

flip-flop (the designer must provide the circuitry and signal jumper(s) required to set

DCH Sync). In turn, the next ~RQENB from the I/O bus controller sets the DCH

Request flip-flop, asserting ~DCHR signal on the I/O bus to the I/O bus controller.

Note that, with the DCH Request flip-flop set, the ~DCHPOUT signal is disabled.

Therefore, the serial data channel priority chain is broken to I/O interfaces farther

from the I/O bus controller on the I/O bus priority chain.

When the I/O bus controller responds to the data channel request with an

acknowledge (“DCHA) signal, and the Model 4040A interface is the highest priority

interface requesting data channel service (DCHREQ and DCHPIN signals), the Data

Channel Select flip-flop is set and the DCH Sync flip-flop is reset.

The Data Channel Select flip-flop enables the DCH control gates to transfer the

mode-select (M0) signal from the peripheral controller to the I/O bus controller via

the ~DCHMO signal line. (The designer must provide the circuitry and signal Jumper,
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J6-47, required for MO.) “~DCHMO defines whether the request to the I/O bus

controller is for an input or an output operation.

In addition to transferring the mode select signal while ~DCHA is asserted, the

memory address must also be transferred to the I/O bus controller. This is

accomplished by the designer providing the circuitry and signal jumper (J6—43 or

J6-46) to enable the address output gates shown in the data handling section (Figure

8-6).

Another concern for the controller designer is that driving of the “EXTDCH,

“DATA<0>, and “DS<4-5> signal lines may be required for DCH memory addressing

(refer to “Data Channel Map Slot Selection” and “Loading Data Channel Map from

I/O Device” in Chapter 7). With the exception of ~“EXTDCH, when driving of these

signal lines is required, open-collector controller circuitry must be incorporated by the

designer to drive the respective “DS signal lines. The I/O bus interface circuitry

includes a bus driver for “EXTDCH; thus, the designer needs to provide only a

control circuit and jumper, J5-60, when using this signal.

When the I/O bus controller performs the data transfer, it asserts either the DCHO

(output) or DCHI (input) signal. The Data Channel Select flip-flop enables the DCH

Control gates to transfer the respective signal to the controller circuitry. Using the

respective data transfer signal, the designer must provide the necessary circuitry and

jumpering to either place data onto the I/O bus from the interface—provided input

register or load data from the I/O bus into the interface—provided output data register.

Also the designer must provide circuitry and jumpering to update both the Memory

Address register and Word Counter during the data channel cycle.

Near the completion of the data transfer the I/O bus controller will clock the

“RQENB signal line until another data channel request is received. Since the DCH

Sync flip-flop is now reset (unless it had once again been set by the controller

circuitry if back-to-back data transfers are required), the DCH Request flip-flop is

reset. This in turn enables data channel priority to be passed to lower priority

peripherals when the Model 4040A board is receiving data channel priority input.

The DCH Select flip-flop remains set until the next data channel operation begins

(“DCHA asserted) for any data channel peripheral controller.

Switch Settings

A six-switch array (SW1) defines the device code for the board. Its configuration is

the only tailoring required of the basic I/O interface logic on the board. Note that the

individual switches of the array, 1 through S, are in respective correspondence with

device select lines ~DS<0-4>. The open (ON) position of the switch equals a “1” for

the respective device code bit. (For the location of the switch array on the board,

refer back to Figure 8-1.)

Set the individual switches so that the octal value of the device code is defined by

“DS<0-4> (see Figure 8-8).
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SW sWw2 SW3 SW4 SW5 ---

\ DSO. DS! _—ODS2 / \ DS3 DS4 ~—s—OSS /

Most significant Least significant
octal digit octal digit

INT-00679

Figure 8-8 Switch Settings

NOTE: “DS5 is not switch selectable; thus, the controller circuitry must be designed

to respond to one (or both) of the primary device codes (even-numbered;

“DS5 not asserted) and secondary device codes (odd-numbered; *DS5

asserted).

Technical Specifications

Tables 8-1 and 8-2 list electrical characteristics and operating environmental

specifications for the Model 4040A General Purpose I/O Interface Board.

Table 8-3 lists general specifications for interfacing the Model 4040A basic I/O bus

interface circuitry to the peripheral controller. Tables 8-4 and 8-5S list the specific

jumpering required to program the Input and Output Shift/Data registers. These

tables define all the facilities available to the designer; however, only those features

required for a particular controller need be used. Refer to previous chapters in this

manual for a detailed description of input/output programming, I/O bus functions, I/O

bus timing, and electrical specifications. For detailed schematic information, refer to

engineering drawing 001-002864.

Table 8-1 Electrical Characteristics

Item Description

Interfacing wire-wrap pins J5 and J6; see Table 8-6 through Table

8-15 for pin assignments

Signal voltage/current/rise time Standard TTL logic characteristics

Table 8-2 Operating Environmental Specifications

item Operating Range

Temperature 0°C - 55°C

32°F - 131° F

Relative humidity 10% - 90%, noncondensing

Altitude -305 - +2430 m

-1000 - +8000 ft
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Table 8-3 General Specifications

Function Description

Data Transfer

Parallel Input/Parallel Output

Serial Input/Serial Output

Serial Input/Parallel Output

Parallel Input/Serial Output

Data Channel Control

Requests

Mode (Input/Output)

Starting Memory Address

Data bits of the Input and Output data registers (16-bits each register) at

wire-wrap pins of connectors J5 and J6 (see Table 8-7 and Table 8-8).

Used for programmed input/output (PIO) and data channel (DCH) transfers.

PIO instructions and data channel transfer must be discriminated by the

peripheral controller. Outputs of the input data register or the contents of the

input data wire-wrap pins of J5/J6 are applied onto the I/O bus (B connector)

by assertion of either J6-41 or J6-42. Controller circuitry uses the outputs of

both data registers by wiring from the respective wire-wrap pins of J5/J6.

Respective controlling connection points for both data registers are shown in

Table 8-4 and Table 8-5.

The Input and/or Output data register can be controlled by the designedcontroll

er circuitry to accommodate serial input and serial output of data. Respective

controlling connection points for both data registers are shown in Table 8-4 and

Table 8-5.

The Input and/or Output data register can be controlled by the designed

controller circuitry to accommodate serial input and parallel output of data.

Outputs of the input data register or the contents of the input data wire-wrap

pins of J5/J6 are applied onto the I/O bus (B connector) by assertion of either

J6-41 or J6-42. Respective controlling connection points are shown in Table

8-4 and Table 8-5.

The Input and/or Output data register can be controlled by the designed

controller circuitry to accommodate parallel input and serial output of data.

Respective controlling connection points are shown in Table 8-4 and Table 8-5.

Data channel requests are initiated by the peripheral controller with the setting

of DCH Sync flip-flop initiated as follows:

Direct set by negative assertion of J5-43

Clock pulse on J5-44 in conjunction with assertion of either J5-1 or

J5-62.

DCH Request flip-flop sets with the next “~“RQENB following setting of the DCH

Sync flip-flop. “DCHR is gated to the I/O bus controller by assertion of pin

J6-48 from peripheral controller. The status of DCH Sync FF is presented

back to the controller on either pin J5-42 (Q) or pin J5-32 (“Q). Status of

DCH Request FF is presented on pin J5-40.

Must be defined by peripheral controller’s MO signal, on pin J6-47.

MO asserted high = input; MO asserted low = output. I/O bus controller

responds with either ~DCHO asserted on pin J5-30 or “~DCHI asserted on pin

J5-29.

Must be defined by programmed I/O command from I/O bus controller (or

supplied by peripheral controller on the output data transfer bus, J6 (see Table

8-8); address is stored in the DCH Address Counter by assertion of either

J5-45 or J5-46; address is incremented by clock pulse asserted on J5-70;

address is gated onto |/O bus (B connector) by assertion of J6-43 or J6-46.

Address count overflow can be monitored at J6-78.

8-12

(continued)
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Table 8-3 General Specifications

Function Description

Transfer Word Count Must be defined by programmed |/O command from |/O bus controller (or

supplied by peripheral controller on the output data transfer bus, J6 (see

Table 8-8); count is stored in the DCH Word Counter by assertion of either

pin J5-48 or J5-49; count is incremented by clock pulse asserted on J5-69.

The count status can be monitored at wire-wrap array J6 (see Table 8-12)

or at pin J6-75 (Carry — trickle count up). Contents of the Word Counter

can be transferred to the CPU by wiring the word counter output wire-wrap

pins of J6 to the respective input data wire-wrap pins of J5/J6.

Interrupt and Status Control

Device Select Decoded primary and secondary Device Select signals provided to the

peripheral controller on pins J5-7 and J5-6, respectively.

Device Code Device code Is returned to the computer when Interrupt Acknowledge

(INTA) is received and the Model 4040A is the highest priority peripheral

controller requesting interrupt service. Note that the least significant bit of

the device code must be jumpered at J5-5 when the secondary device code

(odd-numbered) is used.

Busy Flip-flop Setting Is initiated by either a Start flag control command received from the

|/O bus controller or by assertion of pin J5-27 from the peripheral controller.

Status of the flip-flop is gated to CPU by either the primary device code

received from the I/O bus controller or by the assertion of pin J5-17 from

the peripheral controller. Status is also presented back to controller on pin

J5-28.

Done Flip-flop Setting is initiated by peripheral interface as follows:

Direct set by negative assertion of J5-36.

Clock pulse on J5-31 in conjunction with Busy flip-flop set.

Clock pulse on J5-31 in conjunction with assertion of J5-4.

Status of the flip-flop is gated to the CPU by either the primary device code

received from the I/O bus controller or by the assertion of pin J5-17 from

the peripheral controller. Status is also presented back to controller on pin

J5-20.

Interrupt Request Initiated by the I/O bus interface control circuits with the first RQENB signal

received from the I/O bus controller following setting of the Done flip-flop;

status is returned back to the peripheral controller on pin J5-10.

1/O Control Signals Provided to the peripheral controller at connector J5 (see Table 8-6).

(concluded)
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8-14

Table 8-4 Jumper Connections for Output Register

Mode Input Output Clock

Serial Input/Output - left aligned data

J6-32 = L; J6-15 =H J6-9 J6-67 J5-19/J5-24

Serial Input/Output - right aligned data

J6-32 = H; J6-15 = L J6-63 J6-11 J5-19/J5-24

Parallel Input

J6-32 = H; J6-15 = H DATA<0-15> — J5-19/J5-24

Parallel Output

J6-32 = L; J6-15 =L — J6* —

* See Table 8-10

Table 8-5 Jumper Connections for Input Register

Mode Input Output Clock

Serial Input/Output - left aligned data

J6-2 = L; J6-1 =H J5-50 J6-10 J5-13/J5-15

Serial Input/Output - right aligned data

J6-2 = H; J6-1 =L J6-4 J5-57 J5-13/J5-15

Parallel Input

J6-2 = H; J6-1 = H J5,J6 1 —_— J5-13/J5-15

Parallel Output

J6-2 = L; J6-1=L — IDATA<0-15> —

J5,J6 2

1 See Table 8-9

2 See Table 8-7
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Controller Interface Signal Names/Pin

Assignments

Table 8-6 through Table 8-13 provide the signal names and pin assignments that are

available to the designer for implementation in the interface circuitry. Table 8-14 and

Table 8-15 provide the signals and their functions for the JS and J6 wire-—wrap pins in

numerical sequence. Information for fanout and loading of signals by the interface

circuitry is also included in these tables. Fanout and loading shown in these tables

are expressed in milliamperes. Input and output data, described in Table 8~7 through

Table 8-10, refers to the central processing unit.

Table 8-6 I/O Control

Signal Pin Fanout Load

“10 RESET J5-41 16.0 —

“START J5-8. 16.0 —

“CLEAR J5-9 16.0 —

“IOPULSE J5-2 16.0 —

“DATA INA J5-11 16.0 —

“DATA OUT A J5-14 16.0 —

“DATA IN B J5-21 16.0 —

“DATA OUT B J5-12 16.0 —

“DATA IN C J5-16 16.0 —

“DATA OUT C J5-22 16.0 —

INT ACK J5-38 16.0 —

MSKO J5-37 16.0 —

RQENB J5-39 16.0 —

Enable Control Gates J5-18 — 1.6

INT REQ J5-10 14.0 —

Enable “INTPOUT J5-47 — 0.4

Enable Interrupt Disable FF J5-3 — 3.5

DONE J5-20 10.0 _

Set DONE FF J5-36 — 1.6

Clk DONE FF J5-31 — 3.2

Disable DONE FF J5-4 —_ 1.6

Reset DONE FF J5-25 — 0.7

Set BUSY, Reset DONE J5-27 — 0.7

BUSY J5-28 14.0 —

Enable “SELD, “SELB J5-17 _ 2.0

Assert ~DATA15 on Device

Code Read J5-5 — 2.0

“SDEVCODE J5-6 16.0 —

“PDEVCODE J5-7 16.0 —
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8-16

Table 8-7 Input Data

Signal Pin Fanout Load

IDATAO J6-10 6.0 —

IDATA1 J6-7 6.0 -

IDATA2 J6-39 6.0 _—

IDATA3 J6-45 6.0 _

IDATA4 J5-76 6.0 —_

IDATAS J5-75 6.0 —

IDATA6 J5-78 6.0 —

IDATA7 J5-77 6.0 ~

IDATAS8 J5-68 6.0 _

IDATAS J5-67 6.0 —_—

IDATA10 J6-40 6.0 —

IDATA11 J6-37 6.0 —

IDATA12 J5-59 6.0 —

IDATA13 J6-58 6.0 _—

IDATA14 J6-56 6.0 —

IDATA15 J6-57 6.0 —

Enable Input Data J6-41 — 4.0

Enable Input Data J6-42 _ 4.0

Table 8-8 Output Data

Signal Pin Fanout Load

DATAO J6-64 16.0 _

DATAT J6-62 16.0 _

DATA2 J6-69 16.0 _

DATA3 J6-61 16.0 _—

DATA4 J6-51 16.0 —

DATAS5 J6-52 16.0 _

DATA6 J6-49 16.0 _—

DATA7 J6-50 16.0 —

DATAS8 J6-25 16.0 _

DATAS J6-35 16.0 _

DATA10 J6-26 16.0 _—

DATAI11 J6-38 16.0 —

DATA12 J6-21 16.0 _—

DATA13 J6-24 16.0 —

DATA14 J6-18 16.0 _

DATA15 J6-23 16.0 —
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Signal Pin Fanout Load

SHIFT LEFT J6~-1 _— 0.7

SHIFT RIGHT J6-2 — _0.7

“RESET J5-53 — 0.7

LDATAIN (Left Data In) J5-50 — 0.4

RDATAIN (Right Data IN) J6-4 — 0.4

Shift CLK J5-13 — 2.0

Shift CLK J5-15 — 2.0

D Input - IDATA15 J5-55 — 0.4

C Input - IDATA14 J5-54 — 0.4

B Input - IDATA13 J5-51 — 0.4

A Input - IDATA12 J5-52 — 0.4

D Input - IDATA11 J5-66 — 0.4

C Input - IDATA10 J5-65 — 0.4

B Input - IDATAS9 J5-64 — 0.4

A Input - IDATA8 J5-63 — 0.4

D Input - IDATA7 J5-74 — 0.4

C Input - IDATA6 J5-73 — 0.4

B Input - IDATAS5 J5-72 — 0.4

A Input - IDATA4 J5-71 _ 0.4

D Input - IDATA3 J6-8 — 0.4

C Input - IDATA2 J6-5 — 0.4

B Input - IDATA1 J6-6 — 0.4

A Input - IDATAO J6-3 — 0.4

NOTE: The pin assignments shown in Table 8-7 can also

Input Data register for the respective data bits 0-15 shown in Table 8-9.
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8-18

Table 8-10 Output Shift/Data Registers

Signal Pin Fanout Load

Shift Left J6-15 — 0.7

Shift Right J6-32 _ 0.7

“RESET J6-12 — 0.7

Data Left Input J6-9 — 0.4

Data Right Input J6-63 _ 0.4

Shift CLK J5-19 — 2.0

Shift CLK J5-24 — 2.0

D Output - DATA15 J6-11 8.0 —

C Output - DATA14 J6-14 8.0 —

B Output - DATA13 J6-13 8.0 —

A Output - DATA12 J6-16 7.6 —

D Output - DATA11 J6-28 7.6 —

C Output - DATA10 J6-27 8.0 —

B Output - DATA9 J6-29 8.0 _

A Output - DATA8 J6-30 7.6 —

D Output - DATA7 J6-54 7.6 —

C Output - DATA6 J6-53 8.0 —

B Output - DATAS J6-55 8.0 —

A Output - DATA4 J6-56 7.6 _—

D Output - DATA3 J6-65 7.6 —

C Output - DATA2 J6-66 8.0 —

B Output - DATAT J6-68 8.0 —

A Output - DATAO J6-67 8.0 —

Table 8-11 Data Channel Control

Signal Pin Fanout Load

Set DCH SYNC FF J5-43 _ 2.0

Clock DCH SYNC FF J5-44 — 3.5

Enable DCH SYNC FF J5-1 — 2.0

Enable DCH SYNC FF J5-62 — 2.0

DCH SYNC FF -Q J5-42 16.0 —

DCH SYNC FF - “Q J5-32 16.0 —

Clear DCH SYNC J5-35 15.0 —

DCH REQ J5-40 13.0 —

Enable ~DCHR J6-48 — 2.0

DCHSEL J5-34 10.0 —

DCHI J5-29 16.0 —

DCHO J5-30 16.0 _

DCHA J5-33 16.0 —

Mo J6-47 2.0

Assert “EXTDCH J6-60 _— 2.0

Enable Address Gates J6-43 — 4.0

Enable Address Gates J6-46 — 4.0
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Table 8-12 DCH Word Counter”

Signal Pin Fanout Load

Clock Word Counter J5-69 —_— 2.0

LD Word Counter J5-48 —_— 0.6

LD Word Counter J5-49 _ 0.6

“RESET3 (Word Counter) J6-44 — 2.0

Output Data Bit 15 J6-17 8.0 _—

Output Data Bit 14 J6-20 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 13 J6-19 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 12 J6-22 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 11 J6-33 8.0 _

Output Data Bit 10 J6-31 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 9 J6-34 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 8 J6-36 8.0 _

Output Data Bit 7 J6-57 8.0 _

Output Data Bit 6 J6-58 8.0 _

Output Data Bit 5 J6-60 8.0 _

Output Data Bit 4 J6-59 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 3 J6-71 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 2 J6-70 8.0 _

Output Data Bit 1 J6-72 8.0 —

Output Data Bit 0 J6-73 8.0 —

CRY (Trickle Count Up) J6-75 8.0 —

BRW (Trickle Count Down) J6-74 8.0 _

* For Input bit Information to the DCH Word Counter, see Table 8-8.

NOTE: Word Counter output can be gated onto the I/O bus via the board’s B

connector by wire-wrapping the counter outputs to the IDATA<0-15> signals

(see Table 8-7) and asserting J6-41 or J6-—42 at the correct time.

Table 8-13 DCH Address Counter*

Signal Pin Fanout Load

" Clock Address Counter J5-70 — 2.0

Load Address Counter J5-45 — 0.6

Load Address Counter J5-46 _ 0.6

“RESET2 (Address Counter) J6-76 _— 2.0

Enable Address Output J6-43 _ 4.0

Enable Address Output J6-46 — 4.0

CRY (Trickle Count Up) J6-78 8.0 —

BRW (Trickle Count Down) J6-77 8.0 —

* For input bit information to the DCH Address Counter, see Table 8-8.

NOTE: Counter output is gated onto the I/O bus via the boards B connector by

asserting J6-43 or J6—46 at the correct time.
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Table 8-14 J5 Wire-Wrap Pins

Pin Function Signal Fanout Load

J5-1 DCH Control Enable DCH SYNC FF — 2.0

J5-2 1/O Control “IOPULSE 16.0 —

J5-3 1/O Control Mask Bit to Interrupt Disable FF — 3.5

J5-4 1/O Control Disable DONE FF — 1.6

J5-5 I/O Control Assert ~DATA15 on interrupt Acknowledge _ 2.0

J5-6 I/O Control “SDEVCODE 16.0 —

J5-7 1/O Control “PDEVCODE 16.0 —

J5-8 1/O Control “START 16.0 —

J5-9 I/O Control “CLEAR 16.0 —

J5-10 I/O Control INT REQ 14.0 —

J5-11 1/O Control “DATA IN A 16.0 —

J5-12 1/O Control “DATA OUT B 16.0 _

J5-13 Input Data Register Shift CLK _ 2.0

J5-14 1/O Control “DATA OUT A 16.0 —

J5-15 Input Data Register Shift CLK — 2.0

J5-16 I/O Control “DATA IN C 16.0 —

J5-17 I/O Control Enable “SELD, “SELB — 2.0

J5-18 i/O Control Enable Control Gates _ 1.6

J5-19 Output Data Register Shift CLK — 2.0

J5-20 1/O Control DONE 10.0 —

J5-21 1/O Control “DATA IN B 16.0 —

J5-22 I/O Control “DATA OUT C 16.0 _—

J5-24 Output Data Register Shift CLK | — 2.0

J5-25 I/O Control Reset DONE FF _ 0.7

J5-27 1/O Control Set BUSY, Reset DONE _ 0.7

J5-28 I/O Control BUSY 14.0 —

J5-29 DCH Control DCHI 16.0 —

J5-30 DCH Control DCHO 16.0 —

J5-31 I/O Control Clock DONE FF _ 3.2

J5-32 DCH Control DCH SYNC FF - “Q 16.0 —

J5-33 DCH Control DCHA 16.0 —

J5-34 DCH Control DCHSEL 10.0 —

J5-35 DCH Control Clear DCH SYNC 15.0 —

J5-36 1/O Control Set DONE FF — 1.6

J5-37 1/O Control MSKO 16.0 —

J5-38 I/O Control INT ACK 16.0 —

J5-39 1/O Control RQENB 16.0 —

J5-40 DCH Control DCH REQ 13.0 —

J5-41 1/O Control “10 RESET 16.0 —

J5-42 DCH Control DCH SYNC FF -Q 16.0 —

J5-43 DCH Control Set DCH SYNC FF — 2.0

J5-44 DCH Control Clock DCH SYNC FF _— 3.5

J5-45 DCH Address Counter Load Address Counter _ 0.6

J5-46 DCH Address Counter Load Address Counter _ 0.6

J5-47 I/O Control Enable “INTPOUT — 0.4

J5-48 DCH Word Counter Load Word Counter _ 0.6

J5-49 DCH Word Counter Load Word Counter _ 0.6

J5-50 Input Data Register LDATAIN (Left Data In) _ 0.4

(continued)
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Table 8-14 J5 Wire-Wrap Pins

Pin Function Signal Fanout Load

J5-51 Input Data Register Data bit 13 —_ 0.4

J5-52 Input Data Register Data bit 12 — 0.4

J5-53 input Data Register “RESET — 0.7

J5-54 Input Data Register Data bit 14 —_ 0.4

J5-55 Input Data Register Data bit 15 _ 0.4

J5-56 Input Data IDATA14 6.0 —

J5-57 Input Data IDATA15 6.0 —

J5-58 Input Data IDATA13 6.0 —

J5-59 Input Data IDATA12 6.0 —

J5-60 DCH Control Assert “EXTDCH _ 2.0

J5-62 DCH Control Enable DCH SYNC FF —— 2.0

J5-63 Input Data Register Data bit 8 — 0.4

J5-64 input Data Register Data bit 9 — 0.4

J5-65 Input Data Register Data bit 10 — 0.4

J5-66 Input Data Register Data bit 11 — 0.4

J5-67 Input Data IDATAS 6.0 —_

J5-68 Input Data IDATA8 6.0 —

J5-69 DCH Word Counter Clock Word Counter — 2.0

J5-70 DCH Address Counter Clock Address Counter — 2.0

J5-71 input Data Register Data bit 4 _— 0.4

J5-72 Input Data Register Data bit 5 _— 0.4

J5-73 Input Data Register Data bit 6 _ 0.4

J5-74 Input Data Register Data bit 7 ~ 0.4

J5-75 Input Data IDATAS5S 6.0 —

J5-76 Input Data IDATA4 6.0 —

J5-77 Input Data IDATA7 6.0 —

J5-78 Input Data IDATA6 6.0 —

(concluded)
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Table 8-15 J6 Wire-—Wrap Pins

Pin Function Signal Fanout Load

J6-1 Input Data Register SHIFT LEFT _ 0.7

J6-2 Input Data Register SHIFT RIGHT — 0.7

J6-3 Input Data Register Data bit 0 _ 0.4

J6-4 Input Data Register RDATAIN (Right Data IN) — 0.4

J6-5 Input Data Register Data bit 2 — 0.4

J6-6 Input Data Register Data bit 1 — 0.4

J6-7 Input Data IDATAT 6.0 —

J6-8 Input Data Register Data bit 3 — 0.4

J6-9 Output Data Register Data Left Input — 0.4

J6-10 Input Data IDATAO 6.0 —

J6-11 Output Data Register Data bit 15 8.0 —

J6-12 Output Data Register “RESET _ 0.7

J6-13 Output Data Register Data bit 13 8.0 —

J6-14 Output Data Register Data bit 14 8.0 —

J6-15 Output Data Register Shift Left — 0.7

J6-16 Output Data Register Data bit 12 7.6 —

J6-17 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 15 8.0 —_

J6-18 Output Data DATA14 16.0 —_—

J6-19 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 13 8.0 —

J6-20 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 14 8.0 —

J6-21 Output Data DATA12 16.0 —

J6-22 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 12 8.0 —

J6-23 Output Data DATA15 16.0 —

J6-24 Output Data DATA13 16.0 —

J6-25 Output Data DATAS8 16.0 —

J6-26 Output Data DATA10 16.0 —

J6-27 Output Data Register Data bit 10 8.0 —_

J6-28 Output Data Register Data bit 11 7.6 —

J6-29 Output Data Register Data bit 9 8.0 —

J6-30 Output Data Register Data bit 8 7.6 —

J6-31 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 10 8.0 —

J6-32 Output Data Register Shift Right — 0.7

J6-33 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 11 8.0 —

J6-34 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 9 8.0 —

J6-35 Output Data DATAS9 16.0 —

J6-36 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 8 8.0 —

J6-37 Input Data IDATA11 6.0 —

J6-38 Output Data DATA11 16.0 —

J6-39 Input Data IDATA2 6.0 _

J6-40 Input Data IDATA10 6.0 _

J6-41 Input Data Enable Input Data — 4.0

J6-42 Input Data Enable Input Data _ 4.0

J6-43 DCH Control Enable Address Gates — 4.0

J6-44 DCH Word Counter “RESET3 (Word Counter) _— 2.0

J6-45 Input Data IDATAS3 6.0 —

J6-46 DCH Control Enable Address Gates _ 4.0

J6-47 DCH Control Mo — 2.0

J6-48 DCH Control Enable “~DCHR — 2.0

(continued)
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Model 4040A General-Purpose I/O Interface

Pin Function Signal Fanout Load

J6-49 Output Data DATA6 16.0 —

J6-50 Output Data DATA7 16.0 —

J6-51 Output Data DATA4 16.0 —

J6-52 Output Data DATAS 16.0 —

J6-53 Output Data Register Data bit 6 8.8 —

J6-54 Output Data Register Data bit 7 7.6 —

J6-55 Output Data Register Data bit 5 8.0 —

J6-56 Output Data Register Data bit 4 7.6 —

J6-57 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 7 8.0 —

J6-58 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 6 8.0 —

J6-59 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 4 8.0 _

J6-60 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 5 8.0 —

J6-61 Output Data DATA3 16.0 —

J6-62 Output Data DATA! 16.0 _

J6-63 Output Data Register Data Right Input —_ 0.4

J6-64 Output Data DATAQO 16.0 —

J6-65 Output Data Register Data bit 3 7.6 —

J6-66 Output Data Register Data bit 2 8.0 —

J6-67 Output Data Register Data bit 0 8.0 —

J6-68 Output Data Register Data bit 1 8.0 —

J6-69 Output Data DATA2 16.0 —

J6-70 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 2 8.0 —

J6-71 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 3 8.0 —

J6-72 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 1 8.0 —_

J6-73 DCH Word Counter Output Data Bit 0 8.0 _

J6-74 DCH Word Counter

J6-75 DCH Word Counter

J6-76 DCH Address Counter

J6-77 DCH Address Counter

J6-78 DCH Address Counter

BRW (Trickle Count Down) 8.0 _

CRY (Trickle Count Up) 8.0 —

“RESET2 (Address Counter) —_ 2.0

BRW (Trickle Count Down) 8.0 _

CRY (Trickle Count Up) 8.0 —

(concluded)

End of Chapter
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A

Adapter, device, 1-4

Address translation

BMC bus, 4-18

logical-to—physical, 2~23

Address word formats, 2-28

B

Backpanel (backplane),

connections, 6-2

connector layout, 6-4

BMC bus, See Burst multiplex channel

(BMC) bus

Break circuitry, 4-25

Burst multiplex channel (BMC) bus,

addressing, 4-15, 4-27

break circuitry, 4-25

clock, 4-6

connections, 5-12

connector pin layout, 5-13

control word, 4-12, 4-15

description, 1-1, 4-1

electrical specifications, 5-11

input,

sequence, 4-20

timing, 5-2, 5-4 through 5-6

interconnections, 4-6

map table, 4-26

modes, 4-16

output,

sequence, 4-21

timing, 5—7through 5-9

parity,

checking, 4-22

error timing, 5-3

generation, 4-23

priority, 4-9, 4-11

register formats, 4-27

request,

acknowledge, 4-12

circuits, 4-7

sequence, 4-9

select circuit, 4-13

signals, 2-8, 4-4

electrical levels, 5-11

summary, 4-1

specifications, 5-1
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synchronization, 4-6

termination, 5-12

timing, 5-1

transfer sequence, 4-6

Busy flag, 2-11

Busy/Done,

network, 2-13

sequencing, 2-12

C

Cables,

to controllers, 6-1

to general-purpose internal device,

to user—designed interfaces, 6-3

Clear instruction, 2-9

Connections to I/O bus, 6-2

Controllers

BMC, 1-2, 4-1

cables, 6-1

device, 1-3

I/O bus, 3-1

IOC, 2-1

peripheral, 1-3

specifications, 7-1

D

Data channel (DCH) bus, 1-1, 2-17

acknowledge, 2-20, 3-7

control circuits, 2-21

electrical specifications, 3-1

input/output sequence, 2-26

loading from I/O device, 2-27

map,

address word formats, 2-28

enable, 2-22

slot selection, 2-22

table, 2-27

priority, 2-18

chain, 2-19

signals

input signals, 2-9

input (DCHPIN), 2-18

output (DCHPOUT), 2-18

request, 2-17

select flag (DCH SEL), 2-20

sequencing, 2-21

specifications, 3-1
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Data channel (DCH) bus (continued)

timing,

acknowledge, 3-7

input, 3-5

output, 3-6

transfer modes, 2-25

DCH bus, See Data channel (DCH) bus

DCH SEL signal, 2-20

DCHA signal, 2-20, 3-7

DCHPIN signal, 2-18

DCHPOUT signal, 2-18

DCHR signal, 2-17

Device

adapters, 1-4

assignment, 2-8

code, 2-7

connections, 6-1

controllers, 1-3, 7-1

peripheral, 1-3

selection, 2~7, 2-22

DIA, DIB, DIC instructions, 2-9

DME flag, 2-22

DOA, DOB, DOC instructions, 2-10

Done flag, 2-11

Drivers, I/O bus, 3-7

E

ECLIPSE computer configuration, 1-2

Electrical specifications,

BMC bus, 5-11

DCH bus, 3-1

G

General-purpose I/O interface boards,

Model 4040A, 8-1

board layout, 8-2

busy/done circuitry, 8-6

data channel control, 8-8

data handling, 8-7

device selection/I/O control, 8-5

functional description, 8-3

I/O signals/pin assignments, 8-15

interrupt control, 8-6

JS wire-wrap pins, 8-20

J6 wire-wrap pins, 8-22

jumper connections, 8-14

logic features, 8-3

switch settings, 8-10

technical specifications, 8-11

Index-2

Model 5400GP, 7-1

clearances, 7-4

connector specifications, 7-3

heat dissipation, 7-5

mechanical dimensions, 7-2

power requirements, 7-4

Input/output (I/O),

channel definition registers, 2-22

pulse instruction, 2~9 through 2-11

reset,

instruction, 2-12, 2-29, 3-9

timing, 3-4

skip instruction, 2-11

Input/output bus,

connections, 6-2

controllers, 1-2

description, 1-1, 2-1

drivers, 3-7

electrical levels, 3-7

interconnection, 1-1

signals, 2-1, 2-4

system integration, 1-2

timing, 3-1

See also Data channel (DCH) bus and

Burst multiplex channel (BMC)

bus

Input/output controller (IOC), 1-3

INT disable flag, 2-14

INTA signal, 2-5, 2-13

INTR signal, 2-5, 2-13

IORST signal, 2-12, 2-29, 3-4, 3-9

IOSKP instruction. See I/O skip

Instructions,

Clear instruction, 2-9

I/O pulse instruction, 2-9 through

2-11

IOSKP instruction. See I/O skip

reset instruction, 2-12, 2-29, 3-9

INT disable flag, 2-14

Interrupt,

acknowledge, 2-8, 2-13, 2-16

chain, 2-15

control circuit, 2-16

disable 2-14. See also Mask out

priority, 2-14

request, 2-5, 2-13

timing, 3-4

Interrupt request, 2-5, 2-13

INTR signal, 2-5, 2-13
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Map slots, 2-22

Mask out, 2-8, 3-3

Memory,

addressing,

DCH, 2-22

formats, 2-28

lines, 2-1, 2-4

logical-to—physical translation,

2-23

map table, 2-27

mapped/unmapped, 2-22, 2-27

BMC, 4-12, 4-15

lines, 4-1, 4-4

map table, 4-26

parity mode, 4-15

formats, 4-27

mapped/unmapped, 4-16

protection, 4-24

Modem adapter, 1-4

MSKO signal, 2-8, 3-3

N

Noise, electrical, 3-8

p

Peripherals,

assigning device codes, 2-8

controllers, 1-3

Prefabricated general-purpose wiring

boards,

1000 series, 7-5

1020 series, 7-7

Priority,

BMC bus, 4-9, 4-11

data channel, 2-18

chain, 2-19

masking, 2-14

Program interrupt, 2-13, 3-3

Programmed I/O,

protocol, 2-6

timing, 3-1

R

Receivers, 3-8

Register formats, BMC, 4-27

ROENB signal, 2-6, 2-13
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Signals,

DCH SEL, 2-20

DCHA, 2-20, 3-7

DCHPIN, 2-18

DCHPOUT, 2-18

DCHR, 2-17

electrical levels, 3-7

input/output, 2-9, 2-18

INTA, 2-5, 2-13

INTR, 2-5, 2-13

IORST, 2-12, 2-29, 3-4, 3-9

MSKO, 2-8, 3-3

RQENB, 2-6, 2-13

summary, 4-1

SYNC_CLK, 4-6

Skip test, 3-3

Specifications,

BMC bus, 5-1, 5-11

controller, 7-1

DCH bus, 3-1

General—purpose I/O interface boards,

Model 4040A, 8-11

Model 5400GP, 7-2

Start flag, 2-9

SYNC_CLK signal, 4-6

T

Timing,

BMC bus, 5-1

input, 5-2, 5-4 through 5-6

output, 5-7 through 5-9

parity error, 5-3

data channel,

input, 3-5

output, 3-6

priority,

acknowledge, 3-7

chain, 3-6

I/O reset, 3-4

interrupt, 3-4

acknowledge, 3-4

mask out, 3-3

priority chain, 3-4

program, 3-3

programmed I/O, 3-1

skip test, 3-3
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TO ORDER

{. An order can be placed with the TIPS group in two ways:

a) MAIL ORDER - Use the order form on the opposite page and fill in all requested information. Be sure to

include shipping charges and local sales tax. If applicable, write in your tax exempt number in the space

provided on the order form.

Send your order form with payment to: Data General Corporation

ATTN: Educational Services/TIPS G155

4400 Computer Drive

Westboro, MA 01581-9973

b) TELEPHONE - Call TIPS at (508) 870-1600 for all orders that will be charged by credit card or paid for

by purchase orders over $50.00. Operators are available from 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM EST.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

2. As a customer, you have several payment options:

a) Purchase Order - Minimum of $50. If ordering by mail, a hard copy of the purchase order must

accompany order.

b) Check or Money Order - Make payable to Data General Corporation.

c) Credit Card ~ A minimum order of $20 is required for Mastercard or Visa orders.

SHIPPING

3. To determine the charge for UPS shipping and handling, check the total quantity of units in your order and

refer to the following chart:

Total Quantity

1-4 Units

5-10 Units

11-40 Units

41-200 Units

Over 200 Units

Shipping & Handling Charge

$5.00

$8.00

$10.00

$30.00

$100.00

If overnight or second day shipment is desired, this information should be indicated on the order form. A

Separate charge will be determined at time of shipment and added to your bill.

VOLUME DISCOUNTS

4. The TIPS discount schedule is based upon the total value of the order.

Order Amount

$1-$149.99

$150-$499.99

Over $500

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Discount

0%

10%

20%

5. Read the TIPS terms and conditions on the reverse side of the order form carefully. These must be adhered

to at all times.

DELIVERY

6. Allow at least two weeks for delivery.

RETURNS

7. Items ordered through the TIPS catalog may not be returned for credit.

8. Order discrepancies must be reported within 15 days of shipment date. Contact your TIPS Administrator at

(S08) 870-1600 to notify the TIPS department of any problems.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

9. Customers outside of the United States must obtain documentation from their local Data General Subsidiary

or Representative. Any TIPS orders received by Data General U.S. Headquarters will be forwarded to the

appropriate DG Subsidiary or Representative for processing.





TIPS ORDER FORM

COMPANY NAME C

ATTN: ATTN:

ADDRESS ADDRESS (NO PO BOXES)

CITY CITY

STATE ZIP STATE Z\|P

Priority Code (See label on back of catalog)

Authorized Signature of Buyer Title Date Phone (Area Code) Ext.
(Agrees to terms & conditions on reverse side

wf eteinter enone e879 57 ty ety otere oe

ORDER TOTAL

Less Discount -

1-4 Items $ 5.00 $0 - $149.99 0% See B

5-10 Items $ 8.00 $150 - $499.99 10% | Tax Exempt # SUB TOTAL
11-40 Items $ 10.00 Over $500.00 20% (if applicable) Your local*

41-200 Items $ 30.00 wales tax .
200+ Items $100.00 Shipping and +

Check for faster delivery handling - See A

Additional charge to be determined at time of 
-

shipment and added to your bill. TOTAL - See C

CO UPS Blue Label (2 day shipping)

O Red Label (overnight shipping)

Se BAY MEN EMETHO De) ee THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER

0 Purchase Order Attached ($50 minimum)

Bie, pum ay Order E; (Include hardcopy P.O.) PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRR NOTICE:

O eck or Money Oraer enciose .

0 Visa O MasterCard ($20 minimum on credit cards) NO REFUNDS NO RETURNS.

Account Number Expiration Date * Data General is required by law to collect applicable sales or
use tax on all purchases shipped to states where DG maintains

| | | | | | | | | | | | | [TL] a place of business, which covers all 50 states. Please include
local taxes when determining the total value of your order.our

i you are uncertain about the correct tax amount, please call
508-870-1600.

Authorized Signature

(Credit card orders without signature and expiration date cannot be processed. )
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DATA GENERAL CORPORATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND PUBLICATIONS SERVICE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Data General Corporation (“DGC”) provides its Technical Information and Publications Service (TIPS) solely in accordance

with the following terms and conditions and more specifically to the Customer signing the Educational Services TIPS Order

Form. These terms and conditions apply to all orders, telephone, telex, or mail. By accepting these products the Customer

accepts and agrees to be bound by these terms and conditions.

1. CUSTOMER CERTIFICATION

Customer hereby certifies that it is the owner or lessee of the DGC equipment and/or licensee/sub-licensee of the software

which is the subject matter of the publication(s) ordered hereunder.

2. TAXES

Customer shall be responsible for all taxes, including taxes paid or payable by DGC for products or services supplied under

this Agreement, exclusive of taxes based on DGC’s net income, unless Customer provides written proof of exemption.

3. DATA AND PROPRIETARY RIGHTS

Portions of the publications and materials supplied under this Agreement are proprietary and will be so marked. Customer shall

abide by such markings. DGC retains for itself exclusively all proprietary rights (including manufacturing rights) in and to all

designs, engineering details and other data pertaining to the products described in such publication. Licensed software

materials are provided pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Program License Agreement (PLA) between the Customer

and DGC and such PLA Is made a part of and incorporated into this Agreement by reference. A copyright notice on any data

by itself does not constitute or evidence a publication or public disclosure.

4, LIMITED MEDIA WARRANTY

DGC warrants the CLI Macros media, provided by DGC to the Customer under this Agreement, against physical defects for a

period of ninety (90) days from the date of shipment by DGC. DGC will replace defective media at no charge to you, provided

it is returned postage prepaid to DGC within the ninety (90) day warranty period. This shall be your exclusive remedy and

DGC’s sole obligation and liability for defective media. This limited media warranty does not apply if the media has been

damaged by accident, abuse or misuse.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED MEDIA WARRANTY NOTED ABOVE, DGC MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON ANY OF THE PUBLICATIONS, CLI MACROS OR MATERIALS SUPPLIED HEREUNDER.

6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

A. CUSTOMER AGREES THAT DGC’S LIABILITY, IF ANY, FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO_

LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY IN TORT OR WARRANTY SHALL NOT

EXCEED THE CHARGES PAID BY CUSTOMER FOR THE PARTICULAR PUBLICATION OR CLI MACRO INVOLVED.

THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO CLAIMS FOR PERSONAL INJURY CAUSED SOLELY BY

DGC’S NEGLIGENCE. OTHER THAN THE CHARGES REFERENCED HEREIN, IN NO EVENT SHALL DGC BE LIABLE

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS AND DAMAGES RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, OR LOST DATA, OR

DELIVERY DELAYS, EVEN IF DGC HAS BEEN ADVISED, KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF THE POSSIBILITY

THEREOF; OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY THIRD PARTY.

B. ANY ACTION AGAINST DGC MUST BE COMMENCED WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION

ACCRUES.

7. GENERAL

A valid contract binding upon DGC will come into being only at the time of DGC’s acceptance of the referenced Educational

Services Order Form. Such contract is governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, excluding its conflict of

law rules. Such contract is not assignable. These terms and conditions constitute the entire agreement between the parties

with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior oral or written communications, agreements and

understandings. These terms and conditions shall prevail notwithstanding any different, conflicting or additional terms and

conditions which may appear on any order submitted by Customer. DGC hereby rejects all such different, conflicting, or

additional terms.

8. IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING AOS/VS INTERNALS SERIES (ORDER #1865 & #1875)

Customer understands that information and material presented in the AOS/VS Internals Series documents may be specific to

a particular revision of the product. Consequently user programs or systems based on this Information and material may be

revision-locked and may not function properly with prior or future revisions of the product. Therefore, Data General makes no

representations as to the utility of this information and material beyond the current revision level which is the subject of the

manual. Any use thereof by you or your company is at your own risk. Data General disclaims any liability arising from any such

use and | and my company (Customer) hold Data General completely harmless therefrom.
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